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The "Liberty Boys" rose up from behind the 6to:ne wall and poured a
of the redcoats. The British recoiled.
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The youth was now out on a scouting and spying expedition, and he naturally wondered whether the party in.
question was made up of friends or foes .
Still he was not the youth to hesitate on account of odds,
and after ha Ying counted the men, and found there were
only seven of them, he rode boldly forward, and pausing
within a few yards of the party, caVed out :
'''Yell, gentlemen, "·hat's all this about?"
At the sound of Dick"s Yoice the Indian started, and gaye
the youth a quick, sharp glance.
There ''"as an inscrutable look in the Indian·s dark eye~,
lmt he did not say anything.
The men 1rhirlec1 and stared at Dick in snrprise, when_ he
spoke to them.
rmil hi• Yoice apprised them of his presence they had
not kno11·n of his coming.
Onr of the men, a big. fierce-looking fellow, took upon
hi1mclf the oifire of spokesman for the party.
''"·ho are you?" he growled, frowning.
'· _\. tranler. ·• wus the prompt reply.
·'.·\. traYelcr, eh?"
"Ye;:."

"Hello, what is going on here?"
'It was the middle of the afternoon of a beautiful day in
Augus.t of tlie year 1777.
A handsome, bronzed young fellow of perhaps nineteen
years 1rns riding along a road in the eastern part of Xew
York State; indeed, he was almost on the line between Kew
York and YPrmont, and was in the foothill~ of the Green
Mountains.
He was riding a magnificent black ·hor~e, and a~ the exclarnation escaped his lips he reined the animal up. and
came to a stop.
Perhap~ thirt:'· yards clistant was a party of rough-lo~king, rouglily- dre~sed men, in the midst of whom . his bands
tied behind his back, was an Indian.
"'ho could it .mean?
The lone rider asked himself this questi<in, but 'ras unable to aDS\\"E'r j t.
He 1ras a ware of the fact that the Indians, where they
took sides in the war at all, were usually to be found on the
'·Then perhaps it "·ould be a~ \\'ell for you to keep right
side of the British-this being the result of being promised on traveling."
much by the r~dcoats in the 1ray of gold, "·eapons, ammuniThis remark seemed to strike the fellow 's comrades as
tion, etc.
Leing funnv, for they snickered audibly.
If this Jndian was an ally of the British, then the chances
"Oh, you ihink it might be as well for me to keep right
were that the men who had him a prisoner in their midst on traYeling, do you'.-'" remarked Dick, without cracking a
~mile .
· were patriots.

If, on the other hand, the Indian was not an ally of the
British, then it was possible that the men might be T ories.
The young man on the horse 'Tas a noted scout, spy, and
fighter, and is "'ell known to the readers of "The Liberty
Boys of '76," for he was no other than the redoubtable patriot, and captain of t he" Liberty Boys," Dick Slater.
He and his ''Liberty Boys" had been sent over to Manchester, Vermont, to be with the force there under General
Lincoln, and help retard the advance of the British under
Bnr~rnyne .

"Thafs what I Baid."
"Well, I ~hall do so- presently."
"Betler not delay too long," in a meaning Yoice.
"Why not r"
"Well, it might be too late, then."
"You mean it would be nightfall, I suppose, and time to
go into camp, instead of traveling."
"Yes-into permanent camp."
"For all ·night, I suppose you mean."
'"Yes. and-all next flav."
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To the men's surprise, the young stranger burst into a
The Indian met his gaze fully, and if the Tories had bee
peal of laughter.
close observers, they might haYe seen that the two exHe seemed to be greatly amused.
changed glances of understanding.
The spokesman had been trying to awe or frighten him,
"What is your name, redskin?" Dick asked abruptly.
but he saw now that he had failed, and he gave the youth
"Injun's name Ramonee."
a keen, scrutinizing look.
'· Ramonee, eh?"
"Say, I'm just beginning to understand," said Dick, in
"Ugh.'.'.
an ironical tone; "you are a humorist-one of those chaps
"Where do you live-in this part of the country?"
who say funny things, and make people laugh. Ha, ha, ha !
"Part time; part time more south, down by big river."
I hadn't thought of it before."
"Rumph. Did you promise these men that you would
"Oh, you hadn't?" The man's tone was sarcastic, and assist Burgoyn~, the British general, and then go back on
had a threatening ring to it.
your word?"
"No, but I understand now. Ra, ha, ha!"
"Ugh. Me prommus.''
"Oh, you do.''
"Why did you promise if you did not intend keeping
"Yes."
your word?"
"Well, you may think so, but-you may find out that you
"White men bol' pistols at Injun's head-say him no
are mistaken, after all."
prommus, then they shoot. Me prommus-ugh.''
"Is that so?"
Dick smiled.
"It is. You may find, before you get through with us,
"That was rather a persuasive argument, for a fact,'' he
that this isn't so funny as you thought."
said. "So you promised, but did not really intend to keep
"No?"
your word?"
"Yes."
The lndian flashed a quick glance at the Tories, and then
"Who are you men, anyway?" Dick asked. '
nodded his head.
"You wish to know who we are, do you?"
I "That it,'' he admitted.
"Or I should not have asked."
"You blamed red-skinned rascal," growled the leader o
There was such a peculiar, firm tone to the youth's voice the Tories; "we'll fix you this time." ·
that the man looked at him in surprise.
"Mebby so; mebby not,'' said the Indian stoically.
"I have nb objection to telling who we are," he re"There isn't any 'mebby so, mebby not' about it,'' in a
marked slowly.
threatening voice; ''we have you here a prisoner, and wear
going to settle ·with you."
"Go ahead and tell me, then."
''We are loyalists."
·'What are you going to do to him?" asked Dick.
"Tories, eh?"
"We are going to kill him."
"Yes."
The other 'l'ories nodded their heads, as much as to say,
"I suspected as much."
"Yes, that's what we are going to do."
"Did you?"
"Bnt don't you think that is going a bit too far?" asked
Dick quietly.
"Yes; but who is the Indian ? What has de done?"
• "The redskin?"
"Going too far?" in surprise.
"Yes."
"Yes."
"Oh, he's a traitor."
The Tories shook tHeir beads.
"A traitor?"
"No, I don't think so,'' said the spokesman.
"Yes."
"Well, I do."
•
"What has he done?"
The youth spoke firmly, decidedly.
"He promised me that he would join Burgoyne's fo rce,
The Tories stared.
and render him all the assistance in his power."
"Oh, you think so, do you?" remarked the spokesman,
"Yes?"
sarcastically.
"And then he went back on his word."
"Yes."
"He did?"
"Well, what do you think that amounts to?"
"He did."
"Well, it may not amount to so very much, but I thought
Dick eyed the Indian with interest.
I I would express my opinion on the subject.''
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"Well, you would do better if you were to wait till you what he promised us he would do."
Ire asked to express an opinion."
"But what right had you to make him promise that he"
~ "Oh, that is the way of it, eh?"
would assist the British?"
"Yes."
·
"Why, all the right in the world."
"But that isn't my nature. I never was much of a hand to
"I don't see it that way."
vait for invitations. I usually take the initiative, and
The youth spoke :firmly, decidedly.
pell;k right out without waiting."
"Oh, you don't eh?" There .was an angry look on the
"Well, it's a 1ronder to me that you are alive."
Tvry's face, an angry intonation to his voice.
"Indeed?"
"No."
"Yes; persons who have the habit you say you have al"Well, what do you suppose we care how you look at the
ays been afi1icted with always die young."
. matter ?"
"Well, I'm 11ot so very old, even yet."
"You might cure a great deal." Dick spoke quietly, but
"True; and the chances seem to be very bright that you there was a threatening tone to his voice. The Tory noted
ay still die young."
this, and became very angry.
"I hope that such will not be the case," drily. "But; by
"Why, you young scoundrel, do you mean to talk saucy to
he way, I am going to ask a favor of you."
us?" he cried.
"A favor?''
"Take it any way you like," retorted Dick.
_' "Yes."
"Well, then, we accept it as being saucy and threatening
/ "I don't see what right you, an entire stranger, should talk, and I will say that in my opinion you are a rebel!
have to ask a favor."
Such being the case, it becomes our duty to treat you in the
I "Well, I am going to ask it, anyway, right or no right." same manner as we intend treating the redskin. Seize the
1 "What is the favor that you wish to ask?"
rebel, men."
"'l'hat you set this Indian free."
The Tory's comrades stai:ted to leap forward, with the
The Tories stared in amazement.
evident intention of pulling Dick off his hor~e, but paused
Then they burst into a hoarse chorus of laughter.
suddenly, as they found themselves staring into the muzzles
. "So that's the favor you wish to ask, is it?" remarked the cf two ugly-looking pistols held steady as a rock by Dick's
pokeman, sarcastically.
sinewy hands, and heard him say, coolly and calmfy:
"It is.'?
,,. "Steady, my Tory friends. Don't be in a hurry."
"And I suppose you think we will grant it?"
"Of course." The reply was prompt and decided.
Tl).e Tories stared .at the cool youth in wondf~, and theu
the leader exclaimed:
CHAPTER II.
"Well, you are either the greenest chap I have ever seen,
or you have the most impudence of anyone I ever ran
A RESCUE.
across."
Dick pretended to look surprised.
The Tories paused, as we have said, and stood still, star"I don't see why you should say that," he sai4.
ing into the muzzles of the pistols with a look of commin"You don' t?"
gled astonishment and fear on their faces .
"No; anyone in my position would do as I am doing. I
The Indian watched the scene with interest. Deep down
see no reason why you should put this Indian to death, and in his dark, beady eyes was a look which betokened delight
ask that you release him."
at the turn affairs had taken.
"You may not see any reason why the redskin should be
The spokesman of the Tory gang was the first to find
put to death, but we do.''
bis voice.
"You will be doing wrong if you put him to death."
"See here; what do you mean, you rebel rascal?" he
"Doing wrong? Ha, ha, ha! Doing wrong in putting a cried.
greasy redskin to ,death? No, we shall be doing a good
"I mean business, you may be sure, you Tory scoundrel,"
thing."
was the prompt retort.
"Then you are determined to put him to death?"
"Don't you call me a Tory scoundrel."
"Of course; he forfeited his life when he failed to do
'"rhen don't call me a.rebel rascal."

·1

1

!

1
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"Drop those pistols."
• The "Liberty Boy" laughed aloud.
"Well, you are an amusing fellow," he said.

'' lf you don't drop those pistols, you will be sorry."
''I would be very sorry if I were to do so, I imagine."
"You would be tiaving your life."
"For a few minutes-when you would ver-:r kindly relie:e
1rne of it."
"We will kill you if you don·t drop the pistols.''
"Perhaps so; but I can tell you one thing that is absoJutely certain, and that is that there will be at least two of
JOU fellows who will die before I do."
"Bah! You would probably miss, if you fired, and then
-where would you be?"
"Begging your pardon, sir, but I never miss."
"Oh, you do not?" in a doubting tone.
"Never."
"You are a dead shot, eh?"
"I am a dead shot."
The Tories looked worried, and the two who imagined
that the muzzles of the pistols threatened them especially,
turned pale.
The spokesman for the party pf Tories seemed somewhat
disconcerted, "'.'as at a los~ what to say, for a few moments,
and then he brightened up, and said:
"But what can you do against seven of us?"
"I can, ·as I have already told you, kill two of you, and
then I will make it extremely lively for the other five."
"Bah! if you were to shoot two of us down we would kill
you sure!"
"No; there is no certainty that you would do so ..,
"You think not?"
"I am sure of it."
"You must have lots of confidence in yourself."
"I have."
"You talk as if you were accustomed to fighting against
'
odds of six to ten to one."
"I am." There was no bravado in the tone; the words
were spoken in the most matter-of-fact way imaginable, just
as if the speaker were uttering something of ordinary interest.
"You mean to say that you ha,·e often fought against
.such odds as are against you now?"
"Oh, yes, quite frequently ."
There was the accent of truth to Dick's tone and words,
and the leader of -the Tories exclaimed:
'·Well, who in blazes a1;e you, anyway?"
"You wish to know who Iain?''
"Yes."

The Tories looked at Dick eagerly, as did the Indian also
There was a peculiar expression on the redskin's face, a11
expression which seemed to say he knew what was coming,
and was enjoying the amazement and discomfiture of the·
Tories in advance.
"Then I will tell you who I am," said Dick quietly.
''Illy name is Slater-Dick Slater."
This was said in a quiet, matter-of-fact tone, without any
air of bravado, but it had considerable effect on the Tories,
They uttered exclamations, and turned frightene<\
glances upon one another.
1
It was evident that they had heard of the famous "Li_berty Boy."
'·Are you really Dick SLater ?" asked the spokesman pres·
ently.

"I. am."
"Captain of 'The Liberty Boys of '76' ?"
"Yes."
"But-I-didn't know-I thought you were away over
across the river, not far from Albany."
"We were there."
"But are over here now, eh?''
"You are right."
"Why are you here?"
''That is no business of yours."
'.Dhe Tory leader flushed angrily. He glared at Dick, and
there was murder in the look. There is little doubt that
he would have been glad to have been in a position to order
his men to attack the youth.
He realized, however, that it would be certain death to at
least two of his men if he were to make an attack, for he
well knew that the youth >ras not boasting when he said he
was a dead shot. He had heard many stories regarding the
marksmanship and prowess of the "Liberty Boys."
He hardly !mew what to do, but presently decided to try
to compromise by promising not to attack the youth if he
would go. on his way and not interfere with them in their
punishment of the Indian. He made the proposition, but
Dick shook his head.
"I could not think of doing such a thing," he said, posi0

tively.
''You won't agree to let us alone, if we promise to let
you alone?"

"No."

"You are a fool!"
"You are a liar!"
' and he growlA muttered curse escaped the 'rory's lips,
ed out:
"\\'hat do _mu care fnr a mH1ccount. gre a~y recbkin ?''
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"I don't think he is no-account."
They hesitated, and the leader was silent. He seemed to
"Yes he is. All redskins are worthless vagabonds."
be trying to think 0£ something to say, but was at a loss as to
"Oh, no; not all."
! what it should be.
"Well, I have never seen one that wasn't."
j "Well, what is your decision?" asked Dick presently.
"See here," said the Tory, slowly and reluctantly. "I
"Yes you have." ,
"I have?" in surprise.
don't like the idea 0£ giving up to one man, and I give
you £air warning that you are making a mistake in step"When?''
ping in here and i_nter£ering with us in this manner."
"Right now."
"I
don't
know
what
you
mean."
"Oh, no; I am making no mistake. On the o,tl;ier hand,
l
·!
"You are very dull, then; I mean that this Indian you it is you who will make a big mistake if you do not accept
/have a prisoner, here, is far from being a worthless vaga- my proposition and go your way, leaving my frien~ and mylbond."
self to go ours."
\Yhat do you know about it?"
.
"But the redskin has forfeited his life to us."
•I know a great deal about it."
"He has done ~othing of the kind."
"He has. He promised that he would go and render such
''You do?"
'Yes; you see, I ·know Ramo nee."
assistance as was within his power to General Burgoyne,
and he did not keep his word."
"You know him?" in surprise.
'Yes. I have known him for ten years."
"You forced him to promise, did you not?"
"You have?" in still greater surprise.
"Yes."
"I have. Ramonee is an old friend of mine--isn't that
"You held pistols to his head and told him to promise, or_
o, Ramonee ?" to the Indian, who nodded his head, and you would blow his brains out, is not that the case?"
lsaid:
"It is."
"Well, a promise given under such circumstances is not
"Uglr ! Dick Slater an' Ramonee heap lots frien's."
binding, and he did perfectly right in breaking it."
The Tories stared.
"You may think so, but we don't."
"You hear," remarked Dick.
"You will make up your mind that I am right about the
"Yes, but-I don't understand it."
<
"It is simple enough. Ramonee and I lived in the same matter, before long, however,". said_ Dick, confidently.
".And if we do not ?"
neighborhood for years. His tribe's headquarters was not
"Then there will be trouble."
far from my father's farm, and I have played, fished, swam,
•
and hunted with Ramonee
scores of times. Isn't that so,
"Well, in that case you will have more trouble than we
;Ramonee ?"
will have."
!~ "Ugh. Heap much so. l\1e h.11ow Dick Slater since we
"Not at all."
. lit' boys togeddcr. We heap play togedder-wrassle, an' I "Oh, yes you will."
'/jump, an' run races, an' sometimes purty near fight!" with I "Oh, no I won't;- there are more of you fell~ws, consela grin. "Ugh, we heap big frien's."
quently you will have more trouble, do you see?"
.
'I "That's right," agreed Dick, with a smile. "I used to
The Tories looked at one another dubiously. It was evi1beat Ramonee shooting with bow and arr-0w, and that al- dent that they did not like the way the cool "Liberty Boy"
w:ays made him mad, and often we would have to fight it talked and acted. They knew him well, by reputation, and
out, to see whic'h was the better man."
felt confident that if it came to an encounter, two or three, ·
"An' Dick Slater, him a1lus prove him better man," said perhaps more, would lqse their lives, and as they did not
'· the Indian. "Ugh, him heap big brave."
know which would be the ones to suffer, they were on the
I
"So, you see, being old friends, as Ramonee and I are, I anxious ·seat, and did not feel very eager to starfthe trouble.
eould not for one moment entertain the proposition which
Their leader looked at his comrades, and seemed to realyou have made me," said Dick; "the only thing I will lis- ize this. He hesitated, a dark frown on his £.ace, and finall)'
ten to is that you go your way and let me set my friend he said:
iree."
"You are determined to stick to the position which you
This did not suit the Tories very well, as could be seen have taken in this matter?"
) by the expression on their faces, but neither did they fancy
"I am," was the decided reply.
ihe looks of the pistols which still stared them in the face.
"You had better reconsider it.''

..
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'l'hc "Liberty Boy" shook his head.
"No," he said, decidedly. "Ramonee is an old friend of
mine. I haYe known him for years, and as I have already
told you, we lrnYe hunted, fished, wrestled, jumped, played,
and fought together, and I am here now to fight for him
to the death if necessary. Be sure of that! If you put
Ramonee to Cleath, you will first have to dispose of me, and
in disposing of me you will loi;e one-half ~our number."
'rbere was no mistaking the earnestness of the youth.
The Tories realized that he meant every word he uttered.
On the face of ihc Indian was an expression of delight and
admiration for his brave friend and ally. He nodded his
, head, and said:

seeing what was going on, came running back, firing thei
pistols as they ran.

CHAPTER III.
A. DA.NGEH SIGNAL.

None.of the bullets did any damage, however.
Dick and Ramonee were too far away, for one thing, an
for another lhe Tories fired while running, and could no
take aim, so there was really not much danger that the

"Bad white men big fools if they make fight with the would be able to hit either of the fugitives.
great brave, Dick Slater. H e fight like a hunderd wildThe Tories were not very good runners, and soon gave u
cats, a:i;i' him kill three of white men, sure--mebby four or the chase.
As soon as he noted this, Dick slackened the speed of hi
five, mebby all."
"We shall accept your proposition, Dick Slater," said the horse, and rode at a more moderate pace, the Indian .soo
Tory leader, in a fierce, hissing voice. "We accept it, be- overtaking him.
When they had gone half a mile farther they came to a
cause you have us at a disadvantage, and--"
"What, and you seven to my one?" in a scornful voice. stop.
The "Liberty Boy" dismounted, and led his horse in
"But you have your pistols out and cocked, which gives
you a chance to kill two of us instantly, so in order to avoid among the trees at the side of the road.
Then Dick and the Indian grasped hands.
losing any of my men, I shall let you have it your own
"I'm glad to see you, Ramonee," said Dick.
way-this time. Next time we meet, however, it may be
"Injun
heap glad to see you, Dick," was the reply.
different."
"What are you doing a~ay up here?"
"Perhaps so," was the nonchalant reply. "Perhaps not."
"Me liv' up here now."
"Well, you have crossed my path, Dick Slater, and y~u
"You do?"
"will need to look out from this day forth. Banford Jenks is
•
"Ugh."
not the man to forget a thing like this, and sooner or later
:'Well, I'm glad to know that you are not helping the
he will settle with you."
British, Ramonee."
"I shall be ready to give you all the satisfaction you 'may
"Injun no he'p um, Dick. Ramonee 'memb~r what you
J
wish for, Mr. J enks," said Dick coolly.- "And now, please
say ' bout British, an' me no he'p um fight."
·
move on."
"That's right; and now, Ramonee, can you give me any
The Tories turned and walked toward the edge of the informl.ltion regarding the redcoats?"
timber, which was only about twenty-five yards distant.
"Injun know where big camp uv redcoats be."
"Better cut um rope, an' f;·ec Ramonee·s han's, Dick,"
"You do?"
said the Indian. "Bad white men come back purty quick,
"Ugh."
mebby."
"Good! And will you show me where it is?"
'I'he "Liberty Boy" leaped to the ground, and replacing
"Ugh. Me show."
one pistol in his belt, drew a knife and cut the rope which
"When? Right away?"
bou11d the Indian's arms.
"Right away, if Dick want."
"Ugh, heap good," said Ramonee; "now white boy jump
"That is what I do want, Ramonee. I was looking for
bn horse an' ride away heap fast. Ramonee fo~low."
the British encampment when I came upon you, back yon•
Dick leaped on the back of }Jis horse and rode up the der."
road at a gallop, the Indian running behincl, on foot, and
"Me show where camp is."
with wonderful speed.
"Is it -far from here?"
The Tories whirled at the sound of the· hoof-beats, and
" ' Bout two mile."
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"Very well. Lead the way, and I will follow."
"Come 'lorrg, Dick."
'l'he Indan set out, up the road, Dick following, leadin~
he horse.
They made their way along perhaps a mile, and then
amonee left the road, and plunged in among the trees.
They were soon climbing the side of what was almost
mountain.

7

Isplendid woodsman to get near enough. the redcoat officers
to hear what they \Vere talking about and not be discovered.
Dick was skilled in woodcraft, howeYer, and felt that he
might succeed.

He crept slowly and cautiuusly forward.
Closer and closer he drew to the point he. was aiming for,
and every few yards he would pause and wait a few moments, an~ take observations.
"This is pretty hard work, Ramonee," said Dick.
He well knew that one false move wo_uld spoil all, and
"Ugh; but come to British camp from side where they he did not wish to make it.
o expeck, Dick."
Soon he had traversed half the distance in safety.
"I see."
Could he do the same with the other h lH
Presently they reached the top of the mountain, and
He would do his best.
started down the other side.
Onward he moved, slowly and cautiously.
When they had gone halfway down the Indian paused.
He took advantage of everything that offered the least aid
"Better leave horse here," he said.
to concealment.
"All right."
It was slow work, and Dick hoped the officers would not
Tlfe youth tied the horse, and then they stole on down
discuss any important ~atters before he was ready to listen.
the mountain 'side.
At last he was close to the tree und~r which the officers
'rhe, "Liberty Boy" was fully as light of foot as his dusky
were sitting.
ompanion, and they had no difficulty in approaching to
He could hear the murmur of their voices, but could not
ithin one hundred yards of the edge of the encampment
distinguish anything that was said .
. ithout attracting attention.
"I will have to get close to them," the youth told himself.
Here they paused, and took an observation.
"Th"1s is
· cer t'am
· 1y the mam
· camp of th B ·t· h ,, hi
e n is , w s- . He began worming himself forward, much after the fasb.k
·
·ion of a snake.
ere d Dic
, presently.
It was slow and hard work, and difficult work all well.
"Yes; this um heap big camp," was the reply.
Suddenly Die~ heard the weird sound of the screech OJVL
Presently Dick sa;v two British officers approaching, the
ir1e of the encampment on which they were secreted.
He stopped quick as a flash, and flattening himself out on
The officers paused at the edge of the encampment, and the ground, lay perfectly still.
"That signal was from Ramonee," thought the youth.
sat down in the shade of a large tree.
"Some
one is approaching, and he feared I~vould be disPresently two more officers joined them.
covered."
Dick was on the alert at once.
The voices of the four officers were much plainer now,
"They are going to hold a council," he whispered.
and
Dick could almost understand what was said.
"Ugh. Me think so," was the reply.
"Jove, I wish I could hear what they say.",
He caught an occasional word when the speakers raised
"Greep up like snake," whispered Ramonee. "White boy their voices.
can do um."
"If I can get dose up to the tree I. shall be able to hear
"I've a good mind to try _it."
what is said, I am confident," the youth thought; "but get"White brother can do um, all right."
ting there is going to be a difficult matter, I fear."
"I'll make the attempt, at any ,rate, Ramonee."
Then he heard the sound of footsteps .
"That right."
Some one was coming.
"You stay here, a:qd keep close watch on the redcoats,
There was only one thing for Dick to, do, however, and
amonee, and if you see danger threatening me, give me a that was to lie still; and he did it.
ignal."
He lay there as motionless as a log, and :vaited.
"Ugh. Me call like um screech owl."
. Would his presence be discovered by the newcomer ?
"All right."
-No, it would not, he presently decided, with a feeling of
'.11 hen Dick began stealing forward.
relief.
It was yet bright daylight, and one must needs be a i The newcomer was another British officer, and he had
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thrown himseH down beside his fellow offi cers, on the far- I Are there not a great number of rebels in the vicinity <i;
ther side of the tree.
Bennington?"
0
It had happened that as he approached from the encamp·
"Not such a very great number."
~1
ment the tree trunk had been between him and Dick, and
"I should judge that there would be, if the village h_.,
he had not seen the youth. .
been selected as the point for the storing of sup plies."
""\V ell, I'll tell you how it is, general. There are a gre
The "Liberty Boy" now resumed his forward movement.
many
people of the neighborhood who are pretending to b:
Presently he succeeded in reaching the trunk of the tree,
and he took up his position behind it with a feeling of re- rebels, in order to protect themselves from bad treatmei; 1
at the hands of the real rebels,. and who are yet loyal
lief and satisfaction.

He listened, and was pleased to note that he could hear heart, and are only waiting for !he opportunity to take \
arms in behalf of King George."
and understand all that was said by the British officers.
"Indeed?" exclaimed General Burgoyne. "Are you sufi(
The :five _offic rs under the tree were Generals Burgoyne
of
this, M~jor Skene?"
!i.
and Riedesel, Lieutenant-Colonels Baum and Breyman, and
"Absolutely certai:q of it, general," in a decided mannei
Major Skene, an American loyalist. ·
"Well, th"at is good news, indeed, eh, General Riedesel?
The latter officer had reached the encampmeht only a few
"Yes, General Burgoyne ; so far in our march do"'i.1
minutes before, and he it was who had approached, and
•came so near discovering Dick's presence.
through the wilderness we have been harassed by the seh
His appearance was greeted with pleased exclama ti ons tlers, who- have been antagonistic to us, almost to the la
1
family."
from the other officers.
"That is true ; we have not found many loyal families.
"Well, l\Iajor Skene, what news have you for us?" asked
" Yfell, you will find plenty of them down in the vicini1
·
General Burgoyne.
of Benp_ington," decla red the major. "Just as so.on a
"Good ne\l's, General Burgoyne, '' \ l' :l S the reply.
they see they will be safe in .d oing 'so they "·ill declare fc
The "Liberty Boy" behind the tree listened eagerly. He
the king, and flock to his standard."
was eager to know "·hat the good ne\\s might be, for any·· I am glad to hear it. And now, maj or, how many me
thing that was good ne\vs fo r the British must be bad news
do you think will be needed fo r the purpose of capturi
for the patriots.
ihe supplies at Bennington?"
• "Of wh at docs the good news consist, maj or ?"
"Five hundred should be plenty, general. "
"I will tell you. About fifteen ~iles from here, general,
"Good; then I will send five hundred men on the exp(
is the town of Bennington. "
dition in question at once. General Riedesel, I think I wi.
"I have heard of the place."
send your men."
"Yes ? \\~ll, the rebels have ma de it the point fo r the
" J ust as you like, General Burgoyne."
storage of supplies."
" And Lieutenant- Colonel Baum, you will have comma n1~
"Ah," exclaimed th e general eagerly. ''That is interest- of the force."
ing. We are needing provisions badly, major."
. "Thank you, general: I sh all be only too glad to und~,
"So I kno\Y. Well, at t his village is a large quantity of take the affair."
provisions and ammunition, as well as 3everal hundred
" ]j:i view of the fact that there are so many loyalists wh
horses."
are eager !o enroll under the king's banner, why would H
"Horses, you say."
"Yes, general."
"Good, good! We need horses for drawing our wagons,
and if we can capture the provisions and hors_es, we will
be in pretty good shape for resuming our march."
"You are right, General Bqrgoyne," said General Riedesel, who spOke with a decided German accent.
"Well, there is no reason in the world why you should
not capture the horses and supplies, if you wi sh to do o,
General Burgoyne," said :i\Iajor Skene.
" I am glad t 0 hear tha t. But why are you so c:onfi den t?

not be a good plan to send along a skeleton regiment, Gen'
eral Burgoyne?" remarl{ed General Riedesel.
" ri;.hat is a good suggestion, general," Burgoyne said, aµ.;
provingly, "and I am glad you spoke of it. T hat is exactl,
what I will do."
"Yes, that will be a good plan," said Maj or Skene, whlj_
ai once saw himself in command of the regiment.
The "Liberty Boy," concealed behind the tree, t ook thi1
all in. ·
"I wonder if that Major Skene knows what he is talk1
ing about?" the youth asked himself. "Can it be possibl.•
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t there are such a large number of Tories in the region? officers were saying, b~t it was not of great interest; he had
ove, I would not have believed it, and I .hope that it will Already secured the information that was valuable.
i . He was now eager to get away, but did not dare move, for
rn out that he is mistaken."
' "When shall I set out on the expedition, General Bur- . fear be would be seen.
The British officers finally got through with their council;
yne ?" asked Lieutenant-Colonel Baum.
"There is no particular need of haste, I judge; so it will and made their way back into the heart of the encampment,
well to take your time, and get everything in shape be- to their respective tents.
And still Dick lay there, behind the tree, motionless.
re starting."
He was waiting for a signal f!om Ramonee.
"I had better wait till to-morrow, then?"
At fast it came. ,
"I think so."
The plaintive cry of the whip-poor-will was heard.
"Good! I am glad of that," thought Dick. "It will give
"That is the signal that the danger is past," thought
e time to carry the news to General Lincoln at Man-Dick. "Good! Now I will get away from here."
ester."
He began worming his way back toward the shelter of
At this instant there was a dull thud, which sounded
ove Dick's head, and he looked up to see an arrow stick-- tne trees and underbrush.
It was slow work, and hard work, but the youth was equal
g in the tree, the shaft still quivering as a result of the
to it, and kep"\ at it.
pact.
Presently Dick reached the shelter, and then he rose to
siga
is
"It
himself.
to
Dick
said
that,"
fired
"Ramonee
his feet, and made his way along in the regular way, save
1 to me, and means that danger threatens."
that 11t bent forward so as to make himself less likely to be
seen .
A few minutes later he reached the sp?t where he -had
left Ramonee.
CHAPTER IV.
The Indian nodded his head approvingly when Diel{ appeared .
. THE TORIES A.GA.IN.
"White brother heap good in woodcraft," he said. "Good
"What was that?" exclaimed Major Skene, who sat near- like Injun."
"What was the danger that threatened, Ramonee ?"asked
t the tree.
Dick. "I could see no sign of any."
"What is what?" asked Lieutenant-Colonel Baum.
"Bad Injuns come out of camp," exclaimed Ramonee.
"I heard a thud."
"They pass close to where white brother was, an' if him had
"Oh, it was nothing."
"Perhaps it was nothing of any importance," said the moved they would have seen him. That would have been
heap bad."
r ajor.
"So it would," with a smile. "Well, I'm glad they didn't
Dick Slater crouched closer to the ground, and looked
see me."
enly and searchingly around.
"Yes; now we better go. Bad Injuns they up mountainHe was sure danger threatened.
Ramonee was not one who would give a needless warn- side, somewhere-mebby fin' white brother's horse. That
be bad, too."
'lig.
"You are right, Ramo nee. I wouldn't' take a good deal
would
h!!'
that
felt
but
this,
realized
The. "Liberty Boy"
, safer to remain quiet than to make an attempt to leave for that horse, and if they should capture him I would
feel very bad about it."
· !s position.
They made their way back up the mountain-side, and as
If hostile eyes were scanning the ground in his vicinity he
drew near the spot where they had left the horse they
they
he
where
uld be almost sure to be seen if he moved,
moved very cautiously.
"ght, if he remained quiet, escape observation.
They were afraid the Indians might be there, and if such
which
So he crouched there, motionless as·the tree behind
was the case, they wished to take them by surprise.
i , was crouching, and waited, watched, and listened.
It was fortunate that they did move cautiously, for when
· He could see nowhere anything that indicated that danthey came in sight of the horse, they sa1r that there were
•r was near, but he felt that it ;as there, just the same.
Indians there.
four
, The "Liberty Boy" could hear and understand what the
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They made their way along as rapidly as possible, an1
The Indians were trying to untie the horse, but could not
•
presently reached. the top of the mountain.
get near enough to do so.
Here they paused, and looked back clown into the Br\
The sagacious animal did not like the looks of the pafot~
eel rascals, and when they made a move as if to approach he ish encampment.
Sure enough, there seemed to be considerable stir an
would drop his h~acl, lay his ears forward, and kick out with
excitement down there.
right good-will.
"I judge that we had better part company, Rarnonee,
While Dick and Ramonee were watching the scene the
fom Indians divided into two parties of two each, and whils said Dick.
"All right; but lnjun meet white brother ag'in."
two advanced from the rear"the other two made a clash from
1
"I hope so, Hamonee."
the front.
"Ugh. We see each udder 'g'in, 'fore ver' lo;iig."
Even then the horse was equal to the emergency, for he
"All right; good-by till then."
kicked out with his hind-feet, and then reared up and
"Good-by," and the two shook hands and parted.
struck out with his fore-feet.

This last was unexpected, and one of the horse's ho~iS.
The "Liberty Boy" made his way straight on down th
struck one of the Indians in the chest and hurled him to mountain-side, but Ramonee moved away almost at rigl
the ground, where he lay, kicking and floundiering around angles, and quickly disappeare~ fr~m sight.
On clown the mountain-side went Dick, and he had a
at a great rate.
most
reached the road when suddenly seven men rose l\
"Bad Injun him got heap big thump!" said Ramonee,
from the underbrush in the vicinity and presented levelE
with a grin. ,
pistols at the youth .
"You are right,'' agreed Dick. "I'll warrant you that
"Stop where you are!" called out the leader, threatenin1
that stroke will about finish him."
ly and triumphantly.
"What white brother goin' to do?"
"Very well, Mr. Sanfor/i Jenks, I will do so," was Diel~
" et's dash forward and go for the rascals, Ramonee."
quiet reply.
"All right; Ramonee reddy," was the reply.
He had recognized the men in an-instant.
The two clashed forward, and were almost upon the redThey. were the band of Tories from whose hands he ha
skins before their coming was discovered.
rescued Ramonee only an hour or so before."
The three Indians did not offer to stand their ground
The youth realized that he was in a dangerous fix.
and fight.
There were seven of the scoundrels, and even if th(
Instead, they gave utterance to wild yells and clashed
were not dead shots, they certainly would not all miss lli1,
away at the top of their speed, leaving their injured comif they were to fire, and that they would fire if he attempt
panion to his fate.
to draw a weapon he was confident.
"Heap big cowards," said Ramonee in disgust, and fit'rhey were villainous rascals who would hesitate at not
ting an arrow to his bow, he sent the feat11ered shaft after mg.
·
the three, and so good was his aim that he wounded one,
They were just cowardly enough to be cruel-hearted a
and brought forth a wild howl of pain from his lips.
merciless when the advantage was on their side.
"Ugh! Bad Injun howl like wolf," said Ramonee, scorn"What do you want, anyway?" Dick asked, before th
fully. '~Heap big coward."
leader of the band had time to make a reply to his last 11
"We had better be getting away from here, Ramonee,'' mark.
"What do we want?" with a leer.
· said Dick. "The yells of those rascals will attract the attention of the redcoats down in the camp, and they will
"Yes."
come up here to investigate."
"Can you ask?"

•

"Me reddy to go," said the Indian, and Dick quickly un-

"I have asked."
tied his horse, and with a glance at the injured redskin, who
"Have you forgotten what happened an hour or so ag
lay groaning where he had fallen, they made their way up down the road a ways?"
the mountain-side.
"Oh, no, I haven't forgotten."
"We will be- pursued, likely, Ramoriee,'' said Dick.
"Then why ask what w~ want? You should know whr
"MPbby so," was the reply.
j we want without asking."
•
•
"I am almost certain of it. We had best hurry."
I "I don't see why I should."
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.''Well, I do. Didn't you interfere in our affairs, and force
n s to let a prisoner go free?"
"I believe I persuaded you to let my friend, Ramonee, go

11

"But that will be wicked."
"Oh, no; it is no crime to bang a rebel."
"I think it is."
"Naturally you would think so, but that doesn't make
any difference. You will hang just the same."
The "Liberty Boy" had been talking with a view to
catching the Tories off their guard, when he would snatch
his pistols out of his belt and make a fight for 11is life, at
11ny rate. This would be much better than to permit tho
scoundrels to hang hi1n up to a tree.
The Tories were not to be taken off their guard, however.
It .oeemed that they had become imbued with a feeling
of grec1t respect for the prowess of the young "Liberty
Boy," and were not willing to take any chances.
"Sam," said th e leader of the party, "remove the weapons from Captain Slater's belt."
The youth wondered what he had better do.
Should be pcrwit the Tory to disarm him, or should he
make a fight for his life now· and here?
He would have to make up bis mind quickly, for the
Tory nddrem:cl as S,am slipped his own pistol in his belt and
stepped forwara.

"Yes, you persuaded us at the point of your pistols."
"Come to think of it, I believe I did draw my pistols," rearked Dick calmly.
"Yes, but it is our turn now."
"So it seems."
"It not only seems so, but is so."
"Well, the pistols are largely in evidence, at any rate."
·"You are right; they are; and_if you make a move
itroward drawing a weapon we will fill you full of lead."
·" That would be bad," remarked Dick coolly.
"''You would think so."
·"No doubt; but, say, what are you going to do?"
"'First we are going to ask you to raise your hands above
your ht:ad."
"What for?"
The youth well knew why they wished him to raise his
hands, but he wished to bother and delay them as .nuch as
possible.
"You'll find out what for."
He was almost beside Dick when there came the sharp
"Will I?"
twang of a bow-string, and a feathered arrow came wbis"Yes. Up with them."
tl i ng through the air and struck the Tory in the right
"Well, if you insist, I suppose I may as well comply," shonld(•r, inflicting a severe wound.
aid Dick, and he slowly raised his hands.
He gai'C vent to a wild yell of agony, and fell to the
"That is sensible," said the leader of the Tories, approv- ground, while from among the trees a short distance up
i:i,gly.
tlw slope came the sound of a triumphant war-wh9op.
"'Is it?" remarked Dick.
Dick Slater understood the situation instantly.. Ramone~
"It is."
had come to his rescue.
''I'm not so sure of it as you seem to be."
As the stricken Tdry fell Dick whipped out fr.is ri:'!tol:>,
"Why, you don't think you could offer successful resist- and was enabled to do so without being fired upon ]Je.causc
nce to the seven of us, do you?" with a sneering laugh.
of the fact that the Tories were all gazing in the direction
"Well, I am not at all certain that I could not."
frcm which the arrow had Gome, a look of terror on their
"Bah. You are a fool."
faces.
"So are _you."
Quick as a flash up came Dick's pistols, and he :fired two
"You are as impudent as ever."
shots, dropping two of the enemy, and then with a word
"So I am."
to his horse he was away,- the animal plunging right through
"But we will soon take that out of you."
ih<> little pa1 ty of Tories.
·
"Will you?"
At the si:tme instant there came another barbed arrow,
"Yes."
aml down went another of the Tories, severely wounded.
"How?"
This was too much for the other three, who turned amd
"By stringing you up to a stout limb."
fleLl for their
lives.
.
"Oh, I guess you will hardly do that."
"YOU think SO ?"
OH.APTER V.
"I am sure you would not think of doing such a thing."
TOM AND AMY.
"Y011 will find out that we will not only think of doing
It was indeed Ramonee who had come to Dick's rescua;. aa"t, bat will do it."
the youth had surmised.

.
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The Indian had not gone far after parting with Dick.
He had slipped away to one side and stopped, and then
he had stolen forth and followed at a littl(! distance.
He had seen the men leap up and surround his friend,
and had at once made up his mind to take a hand in the
affair.
He recognized the seven as being the Tories who had been
on the point of hanging him, and his teeth came together

Ramonee had happened along soon afterward, _had fonnl
the woman and girl weeping on the body of the suppose1
dead patriot, and he had made an examination and cheere.
foe two with the information that the husband and fath(
"·as not dead or even mortally wounded. He was insel~
sible from loss of blood, but the Indian, who was an exper
in such matters, told the two that the wounded man woull
recover, with careful nursing.

firmly, and a peculiar glint came into his eyes.
"Ramonee gii eYen ·with bad white men now," he murmured, and fitting an arrow in the bow, he awaited the moment when he should take a hand.
He waited till he saw Dick raise his hands, and one of
the Tories started toward the youth, and realizing that now
was the time co interfere, he had fired the arrow that had
brought the fellow do1rn.

80 he had placed the body on a rude litter, made by fa~€
tening brush in such a manner as to make a rude drag, am
on this he placed the insensible man. He then dragged t~
wounded man to his-.own cabin, deep in the woods, al\
gave him such attention as was possibJe. Of course thE
surgery was of the rudest, most primiti>e kind, but it wa
effective, and the patriot was soon consciom, though ve
weak.

Then Dick had whipped out his pistols and fired two
This was three days before the present time, and Mi
shots, and dashed away, and Ramonee had fired another ar- Boswick was gaining strength with each day.
row with deadly accuracy, bringing down another of the
As the Indian entered he was greeted with pleasan
Tories. The three had fled, and all was over·
smiles and words from all three.
The entire fracas had not occupied more than twenty
"How?" he said gravely. "Hope sick white man .fee'
seconds.
better?"
Ramonee was delighted.
"Oh, yes, I'm better, Ramonee," replied Mr. Boswick, i1
"Me think bad white men no trubble Ramonee enny
a feeble voice. ''I shall soon be well again."
more," he murmured. "lnjun heap glad."
I "'T a k·e some t·ime, ,, sa1·d the I n di an. "'nh·t
h"
<v i e man i
A noise up the hillside, behind him warned him that dan-1 . t b d h"t 'T k
pur y a i .
a e goo. d wb"l
i e t o be all well ,g,.rn. ,,
ger threatened, at this point, and he quickly dropped
"Yes, you must not be in too big a bur~y to get out
to the ground and wormed his way to some bushes, behind
James," said Harriet, his wife.
which he disappeared, and from there he stole away until
'"l !tave so much that I wish to do," sighed the wounde ·
he was at what he considered a safe distance from the path
man.
of the Indians and redcoats from the British encampment.
'"""hat have you to <lo, James?"
I
"They no kin ketch Dick Slater now," Ramonee said to
"Well, first, I must hunt the scoundrels down who shot
himself, with an air of satisfaction.
me down in cold blood, and--"
Then he hastened away, and walking rapidly, came to a
"~o need to do that," interrupted Ramonee quietly.1
log cabin hidden deep in the woods on the bank of a little
·'Ramonee an' white brother named Dick Slater whipped'
stream.
whole bad Tory gang, to-day. Only three git 'way."
He pushed the door open, and entered.
"Good!'' exclaimed the wounded man. "I am glad of
In the cabin were three persons-a woman of perhaps
lhat.
But you sa} your friend "s name is Dick Slater?" ·
forty years, a beautiful girl of seventeen, and a man of
"ugh."
perbap<i forty-five years.
"Can it be possible? Dick Slater is the famoul:l young
The man was wounded, and his pallid face sho wed that
patriot
scout, spy, and captain of the 'Liberty Boys' who
he had been most severely wounded.
These three constituted a patriot family, whose home bad have created such favorable notice for their desperate dar-r
bene visited by Sanford Jen ks and his gang of Tor~es, who ing on the fielcl of battle."
had tried lo force the patriot to take the oath of allegiance
"Dick :::\later, him big brave," said Ram9nee.
to the king. He was a brave man, and had refused, where"In<leed he is, Ramonee."
upon the scoundrels had shot him down, and leaving him
"Ugh. lnj11n know. Ramonee an· D~ck Slater they boys
1
for dead, bad burned the house, after pillaging it of every- togedder. Long years ago we usesd to play, an' 'lnassel, an'
thing of any value.
run, an · hunt, an' fight togedder, an' we great frien's."
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'Is that so?" exclaimed the patriot in sm:prise. "Where
"Well, I'm glad to know you, Ramonee," said Tom, and
as this, Ramonee ?"
he shook the Indian's hand heartily.
"'Way down south, on shore of great river. Me live dere . "How did yon know where. we were, Tom"?" asked Arny.
any moons. Dick him live dere, too. We have big fun
"I went to your home, Amy, and found it in ashes,'' was.
gedder, dere, but had no seen each udder for long time
the
reply. '' While I was standing there one of the neigh!l
II to-day."
bors came along and told me that you were in this old
r
"Well, well. I suppose you were glad to see each other." cabin, being nursed back to h~alth b an Indian named
'·Ugh. Me glad to see Dick, for me pris'ner in ban's uv Ramonee. I set off at once, and was not long in getting
d white men, an' Dick him come along an' make um let bere."
~ e be free."
"And I'm so glad you did come, Tom."
" Indeed? Well, it must ha,·e been pleasant for you when
"Are you, indeed?" smiled Tom, and then he slipped
ou saw him."
his arm around the girrs waist, and gaye her another ki~s,
" Ugh. But me git even wid Dick. The same bad white
which caused her to blush like a peony.
en surroun' Dick, an' hol' pistols p'inted -at him, an'
"You mtlstn't do that, Tom," she protested, rather fee1
monee he shoot down two with arrows, an' then Dick him
bly. It-isn't nice- before the folks-and Ramonee."
oot two with pistols an' git '1yay."
"Then we'll go in the other room, Amy," laughed Tom,
" Well, that is good."
and
the girl's parents laughed also, and even the Indian,
Ugh. Heap good."
' Just then the sound of swift footsteps was heard, and little as he was supposed to know about love as it applied
monee drew his tomahawk like a flash and stood ready to white people, grinned slightly.
use the weapon if the occasion demanded it.
"You hush your foolishness, Tom," said Amy, blushThere was a knock at the door.
ing. "You haven't told us why you are going to Manches" Who there?" called out Ramonee.
ter."
" It is T om Morgan," was the reply. "Are you in there,
"I am going there as a messenger to General Lincoln .. ,
y ?"
"You are?"
" Oh, it's Tom," cried Amy Bos wick, her face lighting up
'· ¥es."
[th joy,. and she leaped forward and opened the door, and
''Who from?"
•
next moment was in the newcomer's arms.
"From Colonel Stark."
The stranger was a youth of perhaps twenty years. He
"What is going on, Tom?"
'as a handsome, manly-looking fellow, and was Amy
"There is going to be some lively work not far from
swicR's promised husband.
here, and at no very distant day, Amy."
"Oh, T om," murmured the ' girl, delightedly, aS' she gave
"lnileed ?"
m kiss for kiss, "where did you come from ?'J
"Yes; the British army under Burgoyne is not far from
" I am on my way to :Manchester, little sweetheart," rehere. It is in rather hard straits, and the men are suffering
ied Tom.
from hunger. WT e patriots have a large supply of provi" On }'Olu way to Manchester?"
sions and· ammunition stores at Bennington, and Colonel
"Yes; wait till I speak to the rest of the .folks, and then
Stark has learned that there is a movement on foot to try
f vill tell }'OU all about it."
to capture the provisions."
He shook hands with Mrs. Boswick, who greeted him
"Ah, that is it?"
~a santly, and then, stepped to the side of the woundeil
"Yes."
rn.
J
"How did he learn it?"
~ j " I'm sorry to see you down on your back, l\Ir. Boswick,"

f

•

· said earnestly, "but I think you will soon be well again."
f " I hope so, Tom," as he shook the youth's hand feebly.
' l y Indian friend here, who saved my 'life, says I will be
11 in a few weeks."
I "This is Ramonee, isn't it?" asked Torn, as he turned
,rnrd the Indian.
."Ugh. That Injun's name," wa the reply.

'· I happe~ed to overhear a conversation between :Jfajor
Skene, a Tory, and a friend of bis, and the major said he
was on his way to the British encampment for the purpose
of trying to get Burgoyne to send a force to capture the
supplies at Bennington. "

•

"Ah, so you heard this, Tom?"
"Yes; I went to Colonel Stark with the news, and he at
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once began getting up a force to go to Bennington and
Then Tom shook hands with Mr. and Mrs. Boswick :.
t ffer battle to the redcoats."
Ramonee, and was accompanied out of doors by Amy, 'ii
"Good."
' wound her arms aro11nd Tom's neck and kissed him ag
"He has gotten eight hundred men together, but he and again.
thinks that may not be quite enough
for the purpose, so he, "Promise me that y.ou will be very careful when you.J
•
has sent me to carry a message to General Lincoln, at Man- into the battle at Bennington, 'I'om," she said earnestl.
"I promiee to be as careful as a soldier can well be, Am
chester, asking the loan of. a regiment."
"That is good news indeed," said Mr. Boswick. "I hope 11·as the reply.
They conversed a few minutes, and then T~m said·
you will get the regim ent, and that you will succeed in demust go, and giving the girl a hug and kiss, he tore hi
feating the British at Bennington."
"They do it, all right,'' said Ramonee, with an air of ?elf away and ran to where his horse was standing, lea
quiet confidence. "Dick Slater, him gone to Manchester to into the saddle, and rode away.
"Dear Tom," murmured Amy, as she watched him oul
tell Gcn'ral Linkun 'bout the redcoats tryin' to capture
sight,
"how I love him!"
r
s'plies at Bennington, an' him an' him 'Liberty Boys' they
1
"She's the sweetest, dearest little girl in all the wor
be there au' they lick the redcoats like blazes."
"Will the 'Liberty Boys' be there, sure enough?" exclaim- thoYght Tom as he rode along. "Of course I had to pr1<
ed Tom.
ise her that I w"ould be careful when I go into battl~
Bennington, but if the 'Liberty Boys' are there I am go
"Ugh; they be there," replied the Indian.
"Good. I'm glad of that. I've heard a great deal about to attach myself to their force and .go where they go f
them, and their wonderful bravery on the battlefield, and fight like they fight! That is the kind of work that s·
'
I shall be delighted to see them in action.."
me."
"Ramonee and Dick Slater were boy companions and
playmates together, Torn," said Am;:, "and they met this
afternoon, and Dick saved Ramonee's life from some Tories,
CHAPTER VI.
and then later on Ramonee saved Dick from the same
Tories."
"And then they killed some of the gang," said Mr. BosOFF FOR BENNINGTON.
wick; "which gives me considerable pleasure, for it waF
j
Dick did not n~eet with any further adventures that e1r
the same gang ihat put me where I am."
"Wipe um pret' near out," said the Indian sententiously. ing, and two hours later reached Manchester, a small vil\
"That is good,'' said Tom. "'Well, I wish I could stay in the midst of the Green Mountains.
here longer, but it is important that I reach Manchester
Gencr;;tl Lincoln was stationed at this point, with qi
a rocpectable force of patriots.
soon, so I must be going."
"Can't you stop longer as you go back, Tom?" asked
'l'he youth went at once to headquarters to report. l
General Lincoln was looking over some despatches.
Amy.
"I fear not, little sweetheart."
He looked up, and a smile of pleasure illumined his j
;<I wish you could do so."
.is he saw, who his visitor was.
"I wish you could do so."
"Back again, eh, Dick?" he remarked.
"I will stop a while, anyway."
"Yes, general."
"So yo'i must, Tom,'' said Mr. Boswick.
"Have you been to the British encampment?"
The youth turned to the Indian.
"I have."
"" Learned anything?"
"Rainonee, take good care of these folks for me, will you
"Yes, sir."
pot?" he said.
lC
The Indian nodded.
"'IVhat ?"
"Me take good care uv um," he replied.
"I learned that the British are planning to capture
supplies at Bennington."
"Good. I will be your friend for life if you do."
The general started. ·
"In jun friend to all patriots,'' Rarnonee said quietly; "so
"Ha ! So that is their scheme, is it?"
-rhcy all frien's to Ramonee."
"It is."
"Tiiat'5 right."

.
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"And a very good one, too--if we liad not discovered
General Ljncoln and Dick Slater looked the newcomer
over with considerable interest.
eir plan. " .
"Yes; there is quite a large quantity of stores at BenThey saw he was a bright, handsome young fe:r!ow, and
·ngton, is there not?"
were favorabiy impressed by his appear~~ce.
,
"You are General Lincoln?" the youth asked, address"Yes ; and several hundred horses."
"Well, the British need both horses and provisions, I ing the general.
dge."

" I have no doubt of it."
"You are right; the redcoats are suffering from hunger."
"That is good news."
"Yes; the settlers have turned out in such large numbers,
the region through which the British 'have been.marchng, with muskets and the will to use them, that the redoats hav~ not been able to' secure a sufficiency of provi·ons."

"A.nd if they can captur(.'! the supplies at Benni-ngton they
· ill be all right."
"Yes; that is what they seem to think."
"Well, we must not let them do it."
"You are right."
"When are they to make the attempt?"
"They ·are going to star on the march toward Benningn to-morrow.''
"To-morrow, eh?"
"Yes; just as soon as they can get their men ready.''
"Well, in that case it becomes necessary that we should
tour men started to-night, so as to get there ahead of
e enemy."

"I am," was the reply.
"Yery well; here is a letter for you."
He handed the officer a letter.
Lincoln opened the letter and read it through with considerable interest.
"It is from my old friend, Colonel St~rk," he said, more
as if speaking to himself than to the youth.
"Colonel Stark?" exclaimed Dick. "l nave heard of
,
him. He is a fighter, they say.'"
"You are rigM," agreed General Lincoln. "He is a
fighter, and that is why he has sent this messenger to me.
He has in some manner discovered the plot to capture tho
supplies at Bennington, and has sent to me to ask the loan
of a regiment to assist him in beating the British off."
"Ah, he is gettinft up a force to put against the British,
then?" asked Dick.
"Yes; be says he has about eight hundred men, and believes that even with that.number he would be able to stand
the Brilif,h off, but to make sure of it he asks that I send
him a regiment."
"Well, that is all right," smiled DiCk. "You were going
to send a re~iment anyway, ancl we are glad to know that
we will have assistance."

I

"Yes."
"You are right."
"It will be a long march."
After some thought, General Lincoln decided to send the
:'Yes, but it will be even m(')re pleasant in the night than
regiment
commanded by Colonel Seth ·w arner. This gallant
luring the day, as it won't be so hot."
regitnent had stopped the advance of Fraser at Hubbard"True."
Just then an orderly stuck his head through the doorway, ton, and was made up of veterans.
nd sai.d:
"Yes, I will send Colonel Warner's regiment of infantry,
and your company of horse, Dick,'' he said, preMntly.
"A young man to see you, General Lincoln."
"These, in addition to his own force of eight hundred,
"Who is be?"
ought to be sufficient to beat the British."
"He says his name is Tom Morgan."
"I should think so,'' agreed Dick. wwhcn shall we
"What is his business?"
''He says it is of great importance, and that he must start?"
ce you right away."
"'l'o-day."
"Good."
"Oh, he does, eh?'"
"Yes, sir."
"You will return with my wrce, Mr. :Morgan?" asked
"Well, send him in.''
the general.
T he orderly disappeared, but returned a few moments
"Yes, sir," was the reply. "I will accompany the comater and ushered a youth of perhaps nineteen years into pany of horse, as I am here on horseback."
•
he room.
"Yery well."
" Tom :Morgan,'' be announced, and withdrew.
"I will go and beg_in getting ready to star t," said Dick.
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" Step in at Colonel Warner's quarters and send him here, regiment to make SUTe of being able to do the work succes:

Dick, " said the gener al.
fully."
... All right, sir."
" Exactly."
I
Then Dick saluted and left the room, as did Tom l\Ior"So I have made up my mind, Colonel Warner, to senr
g an also, and as soon as they were out of doors, the latter you with your regiment."
!{
said to Dick:
"Good!" exclaimed the officer. "I shall be only too gl~~
\(
" Are you Dick Slater, captain of the 'Liberty Boys' ?" to go."

" I am," was the reply.
"So I judged " ·ould be the case."
"So I suspected. Well, I am glad to make your ,ac- · " You are right; my men are eager to do something, an>
\rill welcome the command to get ready to march."
quaintance, Dick."
"Even though the command comes at dark, and they wit
"And I am glad to know you, Tom."
~' I have long known you by reputation, bu.t had not ex- have to }llarch all night, colonel?"
"Yes; they will not care for that i£ there is good pros
pected the pleasure of making your acquaintance."
;'I bad no idea a week ago that I would be over in this pect of getting a chance at the redcoats at the other en ·
p art of the c?untry,'' replied Dick. "The commander-in- of the road."

"Well, I guess there can be no doubt but tliat they wd
They stopped at the quarters occuped by Colonel Warner, get the chance, as I have double information to the effec:
and Dick told the officer that General Lincoln> wished to see that the British intend making the attempt to capture th;
supplies at Bennington. "
• him in his room at headquarters at once.
"All right; 1'11 go right over," the colonel said, and he
" Indeed?"
set op.t.
"Yes ; Dick Slater overheard the . British officers ta:lkin~
chief sent us over here to assist General 1iincoln."

Dick and Tom went on till they came tu the quarters oc<:upied by the "Liberty Boys."
Here Dick introduced Tom, and he was given a hearty
greeting by the yout~s.

of the matter, and making their plans, and Colonel Start
was informed of the attempt by one of his spies, who ovei;
heard a Tory otlicer talking with another loyalist, and tell
ing him that an attempt would be made. to capture th!

I

When Dick told the "Liberty Boys" that they were to go supplies at Bennington."
"Then there can be no doubt that the attempt will bl
on a journey at once they were delighted.
made."
.
t
"Good!• That suits us," cried Bob E~tabrook~

"Oh, no; the British are in a bad way for food, and the~
" So it does !" from Mark Morrison.
would like notl~ng better than to secure the supplies w!
" Yes~ yes !" in chorus from a score of throats.
haYe
stored at Bennington."
" So the British are going to try to capture the supplies at
"Ol1, they will make the attempt; there is no doubt re.
Bennington, ttre they?" exclaimed Sam Sanderson.
.
I
gar
drng that."
" And we are going to go over and help beat the1h !"
laughed Bob. "'l'hat suits me."
"And we must be there to beat them back."
"Yes ; that will be the thing to do."
"Begin preparations for the trip, boys," said Dick.
"I will go and give my men the order to make ready for
"All right,'' in chorus, and the youths began busying
themselves with their weapons, getting them cleaned and the march , if you say so, general."
"Very well, colonel; the quicker you get started the bet.
loaded and in shape for use.
. I
Meanwhile Colonel Warner had arrived at the headquar- ter, without doubt."
t ers building.

"Very well ; then I am to march to Bennington and re·
port to Colonel Stark?"
" You wish to see me, general ?" he asked.
"Yes, colonel. You have no objections to taking orden
" Yes, colonel," was the reply. "I have just learned that
t he British are going to make an attempt to capture the from ~im ?"

supplies at Bennington."
"Oh, no; he is an older officer than myself, though nc
"Ah, ha ! ~ay you so?"
higher in rank, and I shall be willing to take orders frorr
"Yes, colonel; and I have just received a message from him. All I ask is ·a. chance to strike the enemy a seven
Colonel Stark, who says he has eight hundred men, and will I blow."
fight the British back, but that he would like the loan of a

I

"Well, you will have the chance to do so, I am c_e rtain.'
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hink so. I s there anything further you wish to say ;

"I fear we are in for a ducking," said Dick to Colonel
Warner, who was on horseback and was riding beside the
o; that is all there is to it: To march to Bennington youth.
en eport to Colonel Stark."
"I fear so, Dick."
ery good. l will be away:, to get my men off at the

,,,

st possible moment."
en he saluted and withdrew.
eral ·Lincoln sat down at his desk, and wrote a letter
lonel Stark, stating that he was sending the regiment
uested, and when he had finished he called the orderly,
·:old him to ~end Dick Slater to headquarters at once.

'tHAPTER VIL
KO LOYALISTS APPEAR.

1e orderly saluted and withdrew, and ten minutes later
On this same evening of which we have been writing there
s appeared.
was considerable excitement in the village of Bennington . .
o. re they about ready to start, Dick?" asked the general.
Colonel Stark had taken up his quarters tl!ere, and the
es, sir," was the reply, "and we will be away in half yeomen were coming in from every direction, in response to
ur."
the solicitations of messengers sent out by the colonel.
ood ! \\'ell, here is a letter which you ~vill hand to
Colonel Stark was an old man, but was yet full of vim

el Stark as soon as you get to Bennington, Dick."
and energy, and than he there was no better fighter in the
,,
patrjot army.
l~ "Liberty Boy" placed the letter in his pocket, and
He was a veteran of the Seven Years' War, and had also
1 after some further conYersation, bade the officer good- 1.aken a prominent part in the present war, he having fought
d took his departure.
1.Jravely at Bunker Hill, Trenton, and Princeton.
1
he was passing Colonel Warner·s quarters the officer
However, when Congress had passed him by in making
~ him.
promotions, ns had been the case, the same as it was in that

rery well, sir."

ou and your 'Liberty Boys' are going with us, I be- 1 of Arnold, he Daturally became miffed, and went home in
Dick?" he remarked.
disgust.
.
cs, colonel," was the reply.
\Yben he learned, however, that the British were mvadow soon will you be ready to start?"
ing X e11· England, and were laying plans to capture the supe are ready now."
piies at Bennington, he could not hold back any longer, but
11 right; my men are almost ready."
came forth and began rallying men to his standard.
t looks as if it is going to be , a bad night for a march,
He declared that he was acting under the sovereignty of
X ew Hampshire, and would go on his own responsibility
and attack the invading British; but, as we have seen, he at
the same time deemed it wise to send and ask for rein-

ou think it will storm, Dick?"
t looks a bit like it. It is clouding up, you notice."
es, ·I had noticed it. It does look as if it might rain." forcements .
es."
And now, a;; we have said, the yeomen were gathering
hope if"won't."
at Bennington from every direction.
o do I. -It will be bad for your men who have to travel
Clad in their homespun of blue, they presented a picot."
turesque appearance, but while they did not look like sol- .
nu not any too pleasant for your boys, who are on fliers yet they were dangerous foes, for each and every man
back."
"·as a trained marksman, and with the long rifle which he
hat's trii.e, too, but they will be able to stand it better carried in his hands could bring down a squirrel out of the
those who walk."
top of the highest tree every time.
es."
Colonel Stark, grim and almost fierce-looking, watched
alf an hour later the regiment of infantry and the t 1ie men as they entered the Yillag.e, and there was a groll"any of " Liberty Boy;;" started.
ing look of satisfaction on 11i.s face as the numger of the
ad as they left t he encampment the flash of lightning men grew.
een far away to the .west, and the faint rumble of
As night came on the yeomen ·ceased coming, and when
~er was heard.
the colonel took st~ck 0£ his force he estimated that there

J
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were at least nine hundred men in the village, and each and
every one ready to offer fight to the British.
An hour after dark it set in to rain, and kept it up steadily almost all night.
The regiment under Colonel Warner, headed by the company of "Liberty Boys," reached Bennington early in the
morning. ·
They were drenched to the skin, however, and the infantry especially, were almost exhausted. Marching in the
dark, over mountain roads in pouring rain, was not the
easiest or most pleasant work in the world.
Colonel Warner and Dick Slater went at once to the
house occupied by Colonel Stark, and he greeted them

The British encampment was astir before daybreafg
. \Y
morning, and the Germans under Lieutenant=C<
Baum, with the skeleton regiment, which was to be 1 :
mantled Ly Major Skene as soon as the men had bE! N
oe,
cruited, was ready to march at an early hour.
The force marched out of the encampment and aw S·
...
deed, at sunrise, and the men marched steadily onwaiY l
'\~
several hours.

aid me," Colonel Stark said, when he had read the letter
which Dick gave him. "With the force now at my command I think it will be an easy matter to beat the British."
"I think so, sir," said Dick.
"There can be no doubt regarding it," said Colonel War-

yet," was the reply. "We may get an occasional re'
.from now on, but it will be an hour before we read
region where the loyal settlers are thickest."
Presently they came to another house, and Colonel
ordered a halt.

ner.
"You are right, if they send no more than five hundred
men, as Captain Slater says they stated was their intenti on."
"Five hundred of General Riedesel's German troops, am;
a skeleton regiment is what was decided upon," said Dick.
"Well, we can easily beat them back, and may be able
to bag the entire force," ~aid Colonel Stark.
"So it looks to me," agreed Warner.
"I have about nine hundred men here, already," said
Stark, "and while they are yeomen, simple farmers, yet
they are brave, and can shoot with the best, and I feel that
we shall be able to hold the redcoats in check without much
difficulty. So I will take my men and push out to meet the
euemy, while you let your men stay here to rest and get
dry."
"Very well, Colonel Stark,'' said Colonel Warner; "and
we will follow you just as soon as the men are in condition
to march.' 1
"Good! That wi!l be all right."
An hour la! er Colonel Stark's force marched out of the
village aud away, up the road .which it- was almost certain
the enemy would travel over in coming to Bennington.
'l'his was proved to be a good forecast of the course of
the enemy, for the British were met at a point about six
miles from Bennington.

When the soldiers had come to a stop, he rode up t?
o
front gate and called out loudly:

Colonel Baum and l'lfajor Skene rode at the head h
force, ;11:d w:1en they had been marching an hour, ani c:
'\'
passed a dozen settlers? homes without a single man
ing to declare for King George, and offer his servif'
help fight for the king, the colonel turned a somewhat ''J.
u
warmlj', and ·insisted that they don dry clothing. By the zical look upon hrs companion, and said:
1
speakin.'
""Where are all those lOyalists you were
time they had done this a good, warm breakfast was on the
table, and when they had eaten their full they were feeling major? r have been expecting·to receive recruits at '
much better.
house we came to, but not a man has come forth."
'
"I am ind eed glad that Gen~ral Lincoln has sent you to
"We have not got far enough down toward Bennill!

"'
.·

'

"Hello!"
A woman came to the door. She was tall and thini'
\\hen she saw the array of soldiers she looked som
aiarmed.
"\Vhat do you want?" she asked.
"I wi sh to see the man or men of the place. Are
any?"
"Well, I have a husband, but he ain't to home."
"Where is he?"
"I think he went huntin', sir."
·"Humph. What is he, Whig or Tory?"
"I reall.v dunno, sir; I never heard him say much •
scch things."

€

The colonel looked at Major Skene and made a wry ~
"I'll wager a month's pay her husband is in the ~
there, and that he's a rank rebel," he growled.
"Supposing you let the men search the house, colOJ
"No, it would be a waste of time. We can't/ affm
when we are t on such important business."

Then h~ gave the order to march, and rode away in
pany with the major, the soldiers marnhing along be
And as the end of the column was disappearing dow
road a tall, blue-coated settler stroHed out from the-
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e timber and approached the house. In his hand was
ng rifle .
.!Q Wal, M:arthy; they didn't ketch me, did they?" he said,
be
a grin.
be No, but I was afeerd they would rob us out of house an'
e, Sam," was the reply.

people was so threatening that it would be necessary to send
reinforcements.
"Tell him that I said for him to send at least five bunclred," he added; '" and have tliem on the road at the earliest
possible moment."
The courier rode away at a gallop, and then the redcoats

'So they would hev done, I expeck, ef ct wuzn~t thet resumed the march.
y hcv bigger game in sight."
Onward they went, and they were fired upon from the
timber with constantly increasing frequency.
'Whut are they goin' to do, Sam?"
Several volleys were fired by the redcoats, but if they
[
hey air on theer way to Bennington, an' they inten'
0
did any damage they did not know it, for they Jid not bear
n~ capler the hosses an' supplies theer."
n 'Well, I'm afraid they'll succeed, Sam; theer's a lot uv r.ny sounds afterward to indicate that anyone had been inj ured.
.
sure."

flC '

!t 'No; they won't succeod. Cunnel Stark is theer, with er
The face of Colonel Baum was sober, and it grew J?Ore
uv men, an' he's goin' ter giv' ther redcoats a big fight." and more sober the farther they advanced on their way.
"I don't like the looks of things, at all," be said w!th a
'Are you goin', Sam?" in an anxious tone.
ill
grave
shake of the head.
'I guess ez- how I will, :Marthy. I kin ·take ther short
.
"I think we will begin to get some recruits when we get
ercrost ther mountam, an' beat 'em easy enuff."
nearer Bennington," said Major Skene, but he did not speak
n{Wcll, be keerful, Sam."
»cry confidently, and the look on the colonel's face told very
·e I will, Marthy; good-bye."
plainly
that he did not have much faith in this view of the
~ GooJ-bye," anJ then the settler strode away, his rifle
case.
is shoulder.
. ht .
.
.
"I think this whole country is a nest of rebels," he de1 olone1 B aum b a d been very near1y ng m 1us conJec- ,
.
.
.
I
. th h
1
e regar d.mg th e se ttl er; 11e was no t m
e ouse a t th e j :iared, ·'and I shall consider thal we are very fortunate f
h
t e, ns t e co1one11rn• d guesse d , bu t h e cer t at.nl y was a· pa- we succeed in this matter that we are engaged upon."
Baum was a cautious, conservative officer, and was, moret.
over, k"een and shrewd, and he had long since made up his
" .~s the British force made its way alon15 it was fired upon
mind that Major Skene was a trickster who had his own
J ~te frequently from the timber at the roadside, and sev1
aggrandizement at heart, and that his main idea in getting
'. 1 of the redcoats were killed, and others were wounded.
the British to make the attempt to capture the supplies at
ftcr this had been going on awhile, Colonel Baum orBenningon was in order that he might have ~n opportunity
ed a halt.
to organize a regiment and command it.
"I don' t like the looks of things, Major Skene," he said.
Onward they made their way as rapidly as the soldiers
he farther we go the worse it seems, and I don't believe
could march, and made very good progress. They were
at the loyalists you spoke of are to be found. You should
within six miles of their destination, indeed, when they sudbw m~ore about it than I do, but somehow I feel that we
denly found themselves confronted by a force much larger
1 meet with a great many more enemies thim friends up than their own.
these. parts."
It was Colonel Stark's force, and as. soon as Colonel
"I am confident there are lots of loyalists," insisted Ma- Baum saw the enemy he realized that serious work was
r Skene, but there was less confidence in his tone than ahead for bis soldiers.
ere had been before.
He at once caused h1s force to take up a position on ris"There may be, but just the same I do not feel that it ing ground, just across a small creek called the Walloom. ill be wise or safJ to venture to attack Bennington with sac River by courtesy. This little stream was easily fordllr present force. I shall send back to· the encampment for
~1ble everywhere, and would not offer much obstruction to
'.inforccme~ts."
the enemy, but it was better than nothing, and then, too, the
He summoned one of the two men who had accompanied sloping ground just beyond would have to be traversed by
em on horseback for the purpose of doing messenger work the enemy, so Colonel Baum felt that he had a very strong
case it were necessary, and told him to go back to the position.
1campment to tell General Burgoyne that the aspect of the
Scarcely had the two armies confronted each other be-
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"Yes, inclE:e<l, Dick. My men al'e not trained so.
fore the rain began falling in torrents, and it kept at it
, but they will fight, you may be sure, and they cHn s'.e
during all the rest of the day.
"Ye~, indeed, and a volley or two from men wh.
"That is to our advantage," said Colonel Baum. "It will
11
give us time to throw up breastworks, and dig trencnes, and I before Lhey fire will do more to discourage an arm/
0
we will be enabled to counteract the superior force of the one who knows nothing about such matters would t1i? ~
"Yon !Ire right; a volley fired by men who take c~ai
enemy."
He put his men to work at once, and the rain softened aim, and are good shots, will do more dam~ge than a .s
the ground, and made the ''"ork easier than it otherwise ordinary volleys fired by men who simply level their f s
HJ
ons and pull the triggers."
would have been.
The soldiers worked steadily, and by eYening had thrown
up breastworks, and made trenches to such an extent that
great satisfaction was felt by all.
"I think we shall be able to give the enemy a warm reception when it comes to attack us,'' said the colonel, with considerable satisfaction apparent in his tone and air.
"I think so," agreed Maj or Skene.
The latter gentleman was looking anything but happy,
however. He could now see no hope of being able to fill in
the regiment as he had expected to do, and his great chance

11om Morgan was with Dick and the "Liberty if
"l"m going to stick right by -you till this affair is over m
Dick," he said, and the youth told him that wa:; all :le
01
and that they would be glad to have him fight with t
Colonel Stark at once began making preparation°€
al
,
an attack. The regiment under Colonel \Y arner put I
l
appearance, presently, and an attack would haw been
1
but for the fact that a hard rain set in.
It rained steadily, and an attack was out of the quet

e·

as it WOllld be impossible to do .any shooting when the b

J9r glory and power seemed to have slipped away from was pouring down.

i

All that cauld be done wa s to wait patiently for the
birr1.
e
to ceasP., and this was done; but the rain did not cease I
Night came, and still it rained.
"It looks as if it had set in for all night," growled the day. Neither did it stop with the coming of night,
major as he sat under Colonel Baum's tent, with water <:ontinued to pour down.
I "We will have to postpone the attack till to-morro
trickling down his back.
judge," said Colonel Stark to Colonel Warner, Eome\\
"I hope it will do so," 1ras the eoloncr s <;alrn re~ly.
"You do?" in surprise.
"Yes."
"But think of the discomfort, ~an."
"Bah! What matters a little discomfort? The enemy
will not attack in such a storm, and as I would much rather
see them when they do illake the attack, I hope the rain
will continue all night and cause a postponement of hostilities until morning."

CHAPTER VIII.
1-IISTAKEX FOR TOHIES.

disconsolately.
..Yes; I judge so; well, it can·t be helped."
··\"o; we sha ll ha re to take it a- it comes, and make
bed 0£ it. "
.\lJout ten o"clock that night, in the midst of the stor
company of militia from Berkshire arrived, and at its
11·as a ::\Ir. Allen, a preacher, and a man with a reputatio
a fighter, nobYithstanding the peaceful nature of his
ing.
He entered the tent occupied by Colonel Stark. and
ported the arriYal of the company of militia.
"Colonel Stark," he said, earnestly, "our Berhfiire
pie have been called out again and again, to no purpose,
they have become tired ot it. Here we are again, in
midst of a driYing rainstorm, and if you don·t let us

Colonel Stark was well pleased when he saw the enemy this time we will never come out again."
"What do you 'r.ant me to do?" asked Colonel St
in front of him.
"I think they have got just about as close to Bennington grimly. "Shall we make an attack no':' in .the mids
as they will get," he said grimly. "One thing is certain, thi~ ~torm ?"
"Xo; I don't ask that, colonel. But I do ask that as
in order to get there they will have to first get past usthe storm is OYCr you make an attack, and giYe the
a~
us."
of
top
and they can't do that without walking over the
"Which will be rather a difficult feat, eh, colonel?" re- 1·ading redcoats a taste of Kew England fighting."
''I gi1·e you my word, Mr. Allen, that this shall be do
m<irked Dick, who, with his "Liberty Boys," was on hand.
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·'Just as soon as it quits raining, and nre in little parties of two or more, up to half a dozen,
shines forth, we will make an attack, and I think and walked lei~nrely in a semi-circle around the British enill get all the fighting you want."
campment.
d ! That is what I like to hear."
*
*
*
*
*
ined till the small hours of the morning, and then
The British had passed a very uncomfortable night.
:c
s suddenly as it had begun.
They had no ::helter save the trees under which i.heir

as to cau5e a thick steam to go up, and it was imle to see-any great distance clearly for an hour or so.
onels Stark and Warner, and Dick Slater-in whose

ent the others had great faith-held a council of war,
. alked the matter of the attack over in all its details.
have a suggestion to make," said Dick presently.
d you like to hear it?"
rtainly> Dick," replied Colonel Stark, while Colonel
t nodded assent.
•
e sliggestion which 1 have to make," said Dick, "is
that a portion of our force slip around to the rear
. enemy, and when they have gotten in position, to
hem start the attack; then we could make an attack
the. front, and with the enemy between two fires, I
they would soon surrender."
I at is a good idea, Dick," said Colonel Stark, appi·ov-

1

One, two, three hours passed, a.nd still the enemy did noi
make an attack.
Colonel Baum hardly knew what to think.
'' l\"hy are they wiiiting ?" he asked Major Skene; but
that officer Could not giYe him any enlightenment.
'•Probably they are waiting for the coming of mo1 E- reinforcements," said the major.
"\Yell, l hope they will wait long enough so th at our
reinforcements will have time enough to get here. "
"Ye.;;, so do I."
"We will be in a position to bid defiance to them, if our
reinforcements arrive before the attack is made."
"So we will."

es, indeed," said Colonel Warner.
Presently one of the sentinels sent word to Colonel Baum
. course it will delay the attack two or three holil's," that he had seen two or three parties of from two to five and
ick; "but I think it will be a delay that is well worth six men moving through the timber.
having."
The colonel at once hastened to the point in question and
s, indeed," said Colonel Stark; "and we will begin kept a sharp lookout.
Presently a party of four men was seen.
_
ork at once."
The men were dressed in the style of the farmers of i.he
here is one peculiarity about the British and their
, the German soldiers," went on Dick; "they seem to vicinity-in homespun blue, with squirrel-skin caps, and
that men who do not wear uniforms cannot fight- Colonel Baum, a veteran soldier, accustomed to seeing unieem to think that unless men have uniforms on they formed soldien:, in perfect military .array, could not think
t be dangerous, and even if they see our men march- that there was any danger to be apprehended from tbesE
round to their rear the chances are that they will ru.atics.
ink any danger is to be apprehended from them-that
He sent for ::IIajor Skene, and pointed out one of thes€
they go in small parties of from two to half a dozen." parties-fQr he saw seYeral in the space of a few minutes.
think you are right about that, Dick," said Colonel
"Who are they?'' he asked.
, and he at once gave the order for a part of the force
l\Iajor Skene shook his head.
rch around and take up a position in the rear of the
"I'm sure I caJ1not say, colonel," he replied.
h.
"They are farmers, are they not?"
u will go in small parties of from brn 'to half a
"Yes."
' he ordered; "and you will simply saunter along in
The colonel was silent for a few moments, and then ·ai il :
concerned manner, ap.d .the British will probably not
"Perhaps they are the loyalists you were looking for, ;mflct that you are meaning them harn:i at all."
jor ?"
men began moving at one~. They took their depart}lajor Skene hail his doubts, but he was willing that Col-
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onel Baum should think so, as it would make it easier for I "Yes."
him.
The patriots hardly knew what to think. They
He had been feeling very cheap, ever since it had been at one another questioningly.
They wondered if the British were trying some ki
found that loyalists did not flock to the British standard
as he had said they would do if it was set up among them, trick.
and so, while now he had doubts regarding the rustics be"Can it be possible that the redcoats .think i
ing loyalists, he did not say so.
Tories?" was the question that came to them, all;
He made a bad mistake in taking this course, but he, almost Lelieved that this was the case.
like 'Colonel Baum, did not think the little parties of far"Well, you may tell Cole>nel Baum that he can
on us," said the spokesman, quietly.
'.rners could be dangerous.
"Good; I'm glad of that. I'll teU him. By t
"It may be that they arc loyalists, and that_they will join
us later on," said the major.
how many of you loyalists are theJie·?.rr
"I think likely that is it; probably they have seen the
The men exchanged glances. The :Brii!ish did thi~
-rebel force down in front, and are making their way around were Tories, and consequently friends-,. aJter all.
to our rear, with the intention of coming forward and lendThis was fine! It was better than they had hop~
iug us as~istance as soon as the attack is made."
They had hoped that the British might think th .
"•That is possible, colonel."
::;imply rustics, and not dangerous, but they had
"Of course, being farmers, and not soldiers, they would pected that the enemy would mistake them fo·r Toricl
".llot ;be able to do much, but a little assistance will be better
"How many of us, you ask?"
"Yes."
than none at all, and will be welcomed."
"Well, I can not answer, with any degree of ace
"True,'' agreed the major.
So sure was Colonel Baum that the·men in question were You see, I don't know how many will come· 01:1t. I ·
loyalists, coming · to render his force assistance, that he ju.tlge, however, that there will be a hun:dred he:re."
·sent a soldier into the timber at the rear of' the position
"Well, that will be a sufficient number to· help so
"Yes, so it will."
occupied by his force, with instructiop.s to have a talk with
"Well, as soon as the attack is made, have you
t bem as to what they were to do, when the battle should
I
t
advance, and back our fo1;ce up, and then yo'u will 1
begin.
readiness to help us when help is needed.."'
~
The soldier made his way in the direction indicated.
"Very well; we will do so. Tell your commander f
He walked freely and op enly, and .with confidence, for he
wn s sure the strangers \rere Tories, and consequently depend on us."
"All right."
friends.
Then the soldier returned to the encampment, an "
He soon came upon a party of half a dozen of the rustics,
lo Colonel Baum and made his report.
•who were seated on a log, talking.
"I saw some of tl1e Tories," be said, "and had ~
They ceased talking as the British soldier approached,
with
them."
i:mJ lookerl at him curiously.
"Good,'' exclaimed the colonel. "What did they s
''Good-morning,'' the soldier said, pausing and leaning
•
"I told them you were expecting that they woulc
OTi the muzzle of his musket.
"Good-mornin',". replied one of the men, who seemed forward and help as soon as the rebels made the atta
to lie chosen as spokesman by common consent.
they said for me to tell you that you could depend on t
"I have been sent here by my cmmander, Colonel Baum,
"That is good."
oi' the king's service, to hold a conference witli you,'' the
"Yes; I don't t~ink, from the looks of them, tha
·.viii' amount to much as fighters, but they may be
redcoat said.
''Is that so?"
" Yes; he wishes to have an understanding with you."
"Does he?"

~1elp some."

"Yes, you are right."
"The man I talked to said he thought there woul

''Yes; he wishes me to tell you that as soon as the rebels le:ist a hundred of them."
make the attack, he wants that you shall advance, and
"That is quite a good many; and they will help ·
ing our numbers look large, at any rate."
assi-st in repulsing them."
"He does, eh?"
"Yes, so they will."

•
.
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the redcoat had taken his departure, the half dozen
"Indeed? What is it?"
exchanged words of congratulation.
I1 "You would never guess, so I will tell you at once, and befools think we are Tories and friends," said the done with it. The British up yonder," motioning toward the-·
an.
encampment beyond the Walloomsac, "think we are Tories-,
,"from another, "and that makes. it all the better and their friends."
an "
"What!" exclaimed Colonel Stark.
it does; but I think they will be surprised before very
"You don't mean it,'' from Warner.

Cl

; they will be expecting the attack to be made from
nt, and will look for assistance from the rear,' when

ack is to be made from the rear, and from the men
ink are friends."
s; they will be surprised, indeed.!'
ell, they ought to be. Who would have thought that
1e~vould be such fool s as to think we were friends?"
n don' t know who would have thought it," said one. "I
ie would have thought such a thing."
' y, this is too good news to keep," said another. "Let's
' ord to Colonel Stark regarding the matter."
:c 1 right. Who will carry the news to him?"
· will," said one.
right; go along."
fellow hastened away without more words.
y, won' t• Colonel Stark be delighted when he hears
t ws," laughed one, and the others said they thought

I

lluld be delighted.
will make our work much easier to have the redcoats
us friends,'' said one.
.
·es; and it will make the blow much more startling and
e when we open fire upon them from the rear," sa id
.er. "It will take them more aback to be attacked by
they think are their friends than if the attack came
men whom th ey knew to be enemies, but held in cont as such."
'ou are ri ght about that."

Cl-L\.PTER IX.
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did not take the man long to reach the yatriot enment. H e went at once to where Colonels Stark an'd
er and Dick.Slater were sitting, talking.
o you wish to speak to me, Sam?" asked Colonel
, who knew the man by name.
· 'es, colonel," was the reply, with a broad smile. "I
Isome news for you ."

"Whflt fools they must be,'' smiled Dick.
"Yes, they think we are Tories."
"How do you know they do ?" the colonel asked.
"They sent a man to confer with us:"
"They aid?"

"Yes."
"Well, that's the best joke I have ever heard of,''- said
Stark, his grim face relaxing into a smile.
1
' ' So it is," agreed Warner.
"This man that came to us," went on the patriot, "said
that his commander, Colonel Baum, wanted that ~s soon
as the attack on them was made from the front we shouM
advance from the rear and render all the assistance in our
power."
"That is good," said Stark, rubbing his hands. " Let-them keep right on thinking thus, and we will give t hem
a surprise that will come very near paralyzing them."
"Yes, indeed,'' agreed Warner. "It will certainly be
a se>'ere blow to them to find tl!emselves att~wked by t he
men they were looking to for assistance."
"Yes; and they will be looking for the attack from t his
side, and it will come from the rear,'' said Dick. '' TJrnt
will cause them to be thrown into gr eat disorder. "
"Yes ; I think that we shall be able to overwhelm ihem
without much difficulty, " said Stark. "This thing is just
a8 I would have wished to have it if I had had t he choosing."
"Who would have thought that they would take us to be
Tories and friends ?" grinned the patriot.
"No one," said Warner . "But now that they have ma de
the mistake, we will take advantage of it, and it will go fa r
toward helping us overwhelm them, as Colonel Stark says."
The patriot returned to his companions away around at
the rear of the British encampment, and they were eager to·
hear how Colonel Stark received the news th at the Bri tish
thought them to be Tori es and friends.
"He was delighted," the messenger said. " H e t hinks it-is the greatest joke that he ever heard of, and says it will
make it possible for us to overwhelm t he redcoats with
ease."
"That's what I think,'' said one.
"Yes, it will be a

bi ~

help to us,'' from another.

j
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The parties of from two to a half dozen patriots kept on , They rallied as best they could, and returned the
marching around to the rear of the British encampment, and while this was going on the force in front was ge
and this was kept up till noon, at which time at least five 1 into action.
hundred were there, and in pos~tion, ready to make the
Colonel Stark ordered a charge, and with the "Li
attack at the signal.
Boys" in the lead, five hundred patriots dashed across
They had taken up their positions directly in the rear Walloomsac River• and up the slope, and attacked the
of the redcoat's encampment, and also on both flanks, and coats fiercely, firing as they did so.
when the signal should be given, they would make .an atThere had been one hundred Indians with Colo
tack front the three quarters, and then as soon as they had Baum's force, but at the very first fire from the patriots
:inaug,.urated the engagement the other part of the patriot redskins fled to the timber, howling like fiends.
force would make an attack from the front.
The surprise had been too much for them.
As it was dinner-time, it was decided to defer making the
Colonel Baum was a brave officer, and he rallied
attack until after the men had eaten. As the force that men as best he could,_and they fought desperately.
was tQ make the attack was supposed to be friends of the
The Germans were veterans, and fought with great val
red~oats, there was no need of haste in making the attack. and steadl.ness, but they were attacked from all sides
So bold were some. of the patriots that they made their once, and by an overwhelming force, and were soon thro
way to the British encampment and boiled some pots of into disorder.
eo:ffee o•er the campfires of their enemies. It was a bold
They held out for two hours, however, and then th·
thing to do, but under the circumstances they ~ere abso- brave commander, Colonel Baum, was mortally wound
!utely safe in doing it. Indeed, it had a good effect, as it and the entire force threw down their weapons and surre
made the British all the more certain that the men were dered.
Tories.
Wild cheers went lJ.P from the patriots.
When the men had finished their meal they began making
They were wild with delight.
preparations for the attack, and when they were in readiThe British had come for the purpose .of <capturing t
ness, word was sent, by chain of men statiorred . for the 8tores at Bennington, but had not even been able to rea
purpose, to Colonel Stark, and he gaye the signal for-the Bennington.
attack, the signal be!ng the sound of a single pistol-shot.
They had been met by the patriots, attacked, and the·
The instant the signal was heard the patriots, who had entire force .had been captured.
crept up till they were within easy mqsket-shot distance
Foremost in the ranks of the patriots had been the "T.. i
of the British, took careful aim, and opened fire.
erty Boys."
Had a clap of thunder sounded from a clear sky the
They had fought so fiercely that the British had b
redcoats would not have been more surprised.
forced ·to give way before them, and their example had i
They were attacked-and by the men whom they had spired the other patriots to fight fiercely.
thought were their friends.
Colonel Stark was willing to·give great credit to Di
It was terrible. The redcoats were for the moment paral- Slater and his band 0£ brave youths.
)Zed with amazement and horror.
As soon as the British had surrendered, the patriots
The patriots had done great damage in the first volley, gan to scatter, and plunder the camp, as was their right a
too, for they were splendid shots, and had taken careful aim cording to the rules of warfare, and while they were th
before firing.
engaged Dick Slater, who was keeping a sharp lookout ·
They would have done a great deal more damage than all directions, saw a British force ·coming on the doubl
they did do, had it been possible for each man to choose quick, and sounded the alarm.
a separate target, but they were not able to do this, and
"Another British force is coming," he cried; "to ar
the result was that often four or five selected the same man everybody! It is a strong force, and we will have all
as a mark, and he went down filled with bullets, so to speak, cah do to fight it off."
while others were not hit at all.
Colonel Stark issued orders rapidly, and soon the patri
It was bad enough,.however, and the British were almost were ready for the new enemy.
demoralized. They realized, now when it was too late, that
While Colonels Stark and Warner were getting the
they had been deceived, had been tricked.
in readiness for the engagement with the new enemy,
The Americans had been too shrewd for them.
Slater and his "Liberty Boys" were not idle.

a
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he youth had seen a stone fence at the farther side of
encampment, and he and his comrades hastened across
hid ·behind the fen~e.
"We will give them a surprise when they come up in
e of our muskets," said Dick, and the youths nodded
·r heads in assent.
The redcoats were coming on the double-quick. They
e the reinforcements that had been sent by Burgoyne,
'Colonel Baum ·s request, he having sent a messenger back
the purpose, and they were eager to attack the "rebels"
turn the tables on them.
At the head of the force rode Lieutenant-Colonel Breya brave officer, and he was urging his men to do their
, as he feared his friend, Colonel Baum, had met with

They were outnumbered so greatly that they could not
hold their own, howeYer, and they soon learned that a portion of the patriot force was working around to engage
them from the rear, and they fell back to another hill a
quarter of a mile a'rny.
Here they made another stand, and fought for ilnE'e
quarters of an hour.

Then, as the patriots were getting well around towa1<l
the rear of them, they took their position on the top of another hill half a mile away.
Here they maue another stand, and it took an hour of
hot \\Ork to dislodge them, and make them retreat again .
Colonel Breyman was a cool, and sbre\rd commander,
and he knew it would be all up with his force if he pereat.
mitted the patriots to get behind him, and cut off his reCloser and closer came the British. Dick was watching treat, so he retired each time he saw the enemy getting well
m closely. When they were well within musket-shot dis- arouncl towarcl the sicles of his own force.

ce, Dick gave the signal.
This was kept up till evening, and so terrible had b€rn
Instantly the "Liberty Boys" rose up from behind the the losses of the German force, through dead, wounded . an d
one wall and poured a deadly Tolley into the ranks of the captured, that when darkness came on less than one Jrnn coats.
. ured men \\"ere still hanging together.
The British recoiled, but only for an instant; th~n ColColonel Breyman realized that it was u~eless to try to
el Bre:yman shouted out an order for his men to charge, fight longer, and rn he told the men to follow him, and ibe
nd they came forward with a rush.
remnant of hie force stole a\\·ay through lhe timber an d
"Fire, 'Liberty Boys'!" cried Dick; "give them two vol- darkness.
ys from the pisto,ls."
The youths did. as ordered, and poured two vo1leys into

The~· rncceeclcd in getting away before the patriots crulU.
get them surrounded, and right glad they were to get away.
The patriots \rere not 1'mg in discovering that tbe Jast

:he ranks of the enemy at close range.
o close \rere the British, indeed, that the pistols did quite
remnant of the German force had given up the :fight an d
great damage as mllSKets would have done, and many of
slipped a\ray, and as it \l"aS now dark they went into camp.
e redcoats went down; neYer to rise again.
·'In the morning we will see how the land lies,"' said Col'l'he British fired a Yolley as they came up, but the "Lib- onel ·stark. '· I thi nk, howeYer, that the British will make
ty BoH" had anticipated this, and dropped behind the
no fnrther attempt to capture the supplies at Benn ington."
one fence in time to escape most of the bullets. None of
e youths 'were killed, though several were wounded.
At this moment a lot more of the patriots came up and
ade a stand at the stone fence.
CHAPTER X . .
. Colonels Stark and " Tarner had seen its rnlue as a breastork, and had ordered the men to advance and take up
A TIMELY APPEARANCE.
eir position there.
The result was that the main engagement between the
e two forces took place here, and this time, as in the
Lieutenant-Colonel Breyman and about seventy men sncrst battle, the "Liberty Boys" were right in the front in ceeded in making their escape in the darkness, and they
e affair.
made their way back to the main British encampment as
They ,ere undaunted, howe>er, and fought with desper- rapidly as possible.
energy. They put in their best blows, and these were
They reached there early in the morning, and tired as he
cie;_t to cause the enemy to recoil.
was, Colonel Breyman went to the tent occupied by General
till, the Germans were veterans, and were not to be Burgoyne in order to make his report.
ten easily, and they fought with desperate energy.
The general bad just breakfasted .

•
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"They were not all militia."
· .Re looked up as Breyman entered.
"They were not?"
H-s-saw at once, from the look on the officer's face, that he
"No; there were some men with them-about one
·"'illl the bearer of bad news.
dred, I should sa.y-who were equal to two or three
"What is it, colonel?" he exclaimed.
"I have come to report that we failed, general," was the dred of the best soldiers."
"Who were they?"
:reply.
"The 'Liberty Boys' !"
"Failed?"
General Burgoyne started.
"Y~s."
"Were they there?" he asked.
"Then you did not capture the supplies at Bennington?"
were."
·"They
"No; we did not, in fact, get within five miles of Ben"That accounts for the result of the battle, then,"
. nington."
general. "With the 'Liberty Boys' to lead the way,
the
"You }Vere met by the enemy?"
set the example, the militia would make a very good
"Yes."
"You are right, general; and those farmers are s
·''In force?"
did shots with the rifle. Every time they take aim
"'flhere must have been fifteen hundred."
Gener.al Burgoyne started and gave utterance to an ex- thing something happens."
"But you succeeded in making your escape, I see, Co
clamation of ·dismay and amazement.
Breyman."
"F'ifteen hundred," he almost gasped.
"Yes, general; I got away in company with aboutse
"Yes."
of my men."
''But you-how did you come out of the-engagement?"
"Seventy !"
Breyman shook his head.
"Yes."
"We came out in very bad shape, general," he said.
"You don't mean to say that you lost all your f
"You don't mean that they--"
save seventy?" almost gasped Burgoyne.
"They had already beaten Baum, and had captured his
"Yes, general; and if darkness had not come on,
entire force before I arrived on the scene, General Buri.hat number would not have escaped."
. gOJm.e."
Genetal Burgoyne was almost overcome with chagrin
":You don't mean it!"
rage.
"Yes."
"That is terrible," he murmured. "Who would
•
The British commander sank back, and stared at the
thought there were so many accursed rebels in these pa
:speaker in a horrified manner.
"0 h, the woods are full of them, general."
"That is terrible-terrible,'' he murmured.
"Yet Major Skene assured me that loyalists abo
''You are right," coincided Breyman. "It is terrible, for and that they were waiting eagerly for a chance to ent
a 1fact. And poor Baum, he is dead."
king's service."
"Lieutenant-Colonel Baum dead?"
"He must have been dreaming,'' with a scoroful c
the lips. "The woods are swarming with men anxio
"Yes; he fell, and then his men surrendered." ·
"Too bad! Too bad!" General Burgoyne was almost get a chance to shoot British soldiers full of holes."
overcome with grief.
"It did not take Baum long to discover this, I judge,

.

"As soon as I appeared on the scene," ~ent on Colonel you know he sent back for reinforcements, which was
Breyman, "I made an attack on the rebels, not knowing reason you were sent after him."
"I know."
their strength, and was handled very roughly."
"Poor Baum. He was a brave officer."
"They were too strong or you, also ?"
"So he was, general."
"They were."
"Nearly one thousand of my best soldiers gone,"
".But I don't understand it. I would have supposed that
five hundred veterans like the men commanded by Baum, mured General· Burgoyne, shaking bis .head. sadly.
"It is bad, sir."
and by you, would have been more than a match for three
"It is terrible. And we failed to secure the suppli
times their number, when the enemy was made up of miliwe stood in great need."
which
tia, green country fellows who know a great deal more about
a pitchfork than about a sword."
" So we did."

•
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d I suppose it would be folly to try again to secure
think so, sir, unless you move forward with your enarmy."
That I cannot well do, as it would be quite a good deal
of the way ..J'
en the two had some further conversation, the colonel
· gall about the affair, as far as he had knowledge of it.
ell, it cannot be helped now," said General Burgoyne,
nclusion. "But it is a great-a terrible loss to be deof one thousand of my best men."
e British encampment was plunged in gloom when it
e generally known that the two forces sent out by
goyne had met with such disaster.
ext morning, when Colonels Stark and Warner and
lain Dick Slater took stock of the result of the engagets ~f the day before, it was found that they bad killed
of the British-killed and wounded, that is-and had
tured 700. They had also captured 1,000 stand of
as, 1,000 dragoon swords, and 4 field-pieces.
Of the patriots only 1 had been killed, and 42 had been
ded, so it is easy to see that the German force got all
•worst of it.

We have done very well indeed," said Colonel Stark, in
hhould say so," remarked Colonel Warner.
Y~s, indeed," from Dick.
,Do you think there is any danger that Burgoyne will
~another force, and make a second attempt to reach
mington and capture the supplies?" asked Stark.
arner and Dick both looked thoughtful, and then the
)ner turned to the youth, and said:
What do you think a£o~t it, Dick? You have a better
1wledge regarding this than I can have."
rhe youth hesitated, and then said slowly:
0£ course, it is impossible to say of a certainty, but I
y think that he will make a second attempt. This one
been too cosily."
ltark nodded.
'That is what I think," he said; "if Bennington was in
line of march he might make the attempt, with his enforce to make it likely of success, but as it is off his
of march it is my opinion that he will give it up, and
send another force to meet the fate of the two be bas
dy sent."
e prisoners, arms, etc., were taken to Bennington, and
Colonel Warner and his regiment and Dick Slater
his "Liberty Boys" set out for Manchester, to rejoin
atriot force under General Lincoln.
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'rom Morgan, who had gone through the engagements in
safety, went with the "Liberty Boys," and when they came
to the point nearest the cabin in the woods where his sweetheart, Amy Boswick, and her parents were staying, he bade
the youths good-by and made his way to the cabin.
The Indian, _Ramonee, was absent, but the three whm:
people were there, and they were very glad to see Tom~
"Oh, I am so glad that you are back again, alive and
well, Tom," said Amy.
"Are yon, little gi.rl ?" he remarked, a ple{lsed light in
his eyes.
"Yes, indeed."
"What luck did you have in the encounter with the Btitish, Tom?" asked Mr. Boswick, who was considerably improved, he bei.ng much stronger and brighter than when .
Tom was there before.
"We thrashed them soundly, Mr. Boswick/' the youth
said, his ~ace lighting up with enthusiasm.
"I am glad of that."
"We not only thrashed them, but we practically killM,
wounded, and captured all of them."
"That is better," in a tone of satisfaction.
Then Tom told the whole story, the three listening witli '
interest. He had just finished when the door suddenlr
opened, and into the cabin leaped the Indian, Ramonee.
He closed the door and barred it, and then nodded.l a •'
greeting to Tom.
"How?" he said. "White boy got back?"
"Yes, Ramonee, back again. But what is the matter?"
"Bad white men chase Ramonee," was the reply.
"Bad white men?"
"Ugh. Man-name Jenks-bad white man-Tory;
ugh."
"How many men has he with him?"
"Eight, mebby nine."
"And they were after you-?"
"Ugh. Try ketch Injun. Yell fur him to stop ·; Ra- monee no stop, an' then bad white 'men shoot with muskets
an' pistols."
"Did they wound you?"
"No hit Ramo~e. They no good shooters."
Just then there came a knock on the door, and a hoars(> •
voice called out:
"Open the door."
"Bad white men better go 'way," replied Ramonee.
"Bah. Open the door, I tell you."
"You had better get away from here," called out To:qi..
"We give you fair warni.ng."
"Bah! I know yon, Tom Morgan," came back the reply,
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"a ad I don't care anything for your threats.
door."

Open the
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"\\ell, you got here just in time; they were going
break the door down."

"Aud let you murder us, eh?"

"I'm glad we were in time to put them to flight bet
they could <lo any damage."

''We want that Indian."
" You will have to keep on wanting, then, for you won't
get him."
"We'll show you."
"Oh, you will?"
·• Yes ; if you don't open the door we·u break it down."

"There is one of their number who will never do
more damage, Dick," with a grim smile. "I'ie is Sanf
.J enks. Rarnonee put an arrow through him. and be
oYer there at the edge of the timber."
"Well, he deserved his fate. It is a good thing he is d

I

''So that's what you'll do?"
for it will break up his band, and the settlers in these p
"Yes; and if we have to go to that trouble it will go hard may now sleep in peace, without fear of being plundered
with you, 'fom :Morgan."
perhaps murdered."
"I'll risk it. If you break the door down it will go hard
"You are right. And now, Dick, come in the house. '
with you fellows ."
1rish to introduce some one to your notice."
"Bah I Open the door, or down it goes !"-thump,
The youth leaped down and entered the cabin with T
thump, thump I
who introcluced him to Mr. and Mrs. B oswick and A
Before Tom or Ramonee could reply there came the ·The three greeted Dick pleasantly, and the youth gave T
sound of musket-shots and loud yells, and then the shuffle
a playful nudge, as he said: •
of feet as their owners hastened to get away from the
"I think I understand matters, old fellow. Well, I ·
vicinity.
you long life and happiness when you are man and wife.
"Bad white men skeered an' runnin· ·way," said Ra.Amy blushed, as did Tom also .- "Thank you, Dick,"
monee, and leaping to the door, he unbarred and opened it.
said earnestly. '.'There is one thing I can say always,
He was outside at a bound, and sure enough the little party that is that I am proud to know that I once fought wi
oi Tories were running away with all their might.
the 'Liberty Boys,' and was one of them for a few days."
The Indian hastily fitted an arrow to the bow-string, and
After some further conversation Dick bade good-by
discharged it instantly. It did not seem as if he had tried
Tom and the Boswicks, and with Ramonee as well,
to make an accurate shot, but it was accurate nevertheless,
mounting his horse rode away in company with the "
for the leader of the- Tories, Sanford Jenks. threw up his
erty Boys."
arms and fell to the ground dead, an arrow in his heart.
·
In speaking of .the battle at Bennington afterward,
"Ugh I" grunted Ramonee in a satisfied way; "that fin"Ljberty Boys" often said that they put in tfieir best b
ish chief of bad white men . an' the res' scatter an' run 'way,
.there, and it 1rns largely due to this fact that the Bri
a n' no git togedder ag'in ."
had been beaten.
" [ guess you have .settled him for good and all, Ra'
monee," said Tom.
THE END.
" Me think so."
Then the two turned to see who had been instrumental
The next number (95) of "The Liberty Boys of'
in putting the Tories to flight, and sa11· that it was Dick will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS I~ NEW J
Sl11ter and a dozen of his "Liberty Boys."
SEY; OR, BOXIXG THE EARS OF THE BRITI
'
" Hello, Tom; how are you, Ramonee ?" said Dick, with
LTOX:' by Harry }Ioore.
a smile.
"How?" remarked Ramonee.
brother."

"Injun glad to see white

"And I'm glad to see you, Ramonee," was the reply.
" How happ~ns it that you came here, Dick?" asked Tom.
"I supposed you were far away, on the road to Manchester."
"I'll tell you how it happened, Tom .. I saw the Tories
pursuing Ramonee, and set out in pursuit of the scoundrels,
:in. company with a dozen of my boys. We followed them
to this place, and-you know the rest.··
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OLD AND YOUNG KING BRADY, DETECTIVES.
PRICE 5 CTS. 32 PAGES.
LA'J'ES'J' ISSUES:
90 The Bradys and the :Mad Doctor ; or, The Haunted

COLORED COVERS.
llflll in the

~1"rsh.

!•l The Hradys on the Hail; or, A :\Iystery of the Lightning Express.
II:.! The llradys and the Spy; or, \\"ork ing Against the Police Depart·

ment.
• &3 The Bradys' Deep Deal: or, Hand-in-Glove with Crime.
114 Tile Bradys in a Suare; or, The \\"orst Case of All.
95 'l he Bradys B eyond Their Depth ; or, Tue Ureat Swamp Mystery."
96 rl'he Bradys· Hopeless Case; or, Against l'hl ill Bvidence.
. 97 The Bradys at the H e lm ; or, tbe )iystery uf tile ltiv er Steamer.
98 The Bradys in \\~asllingtou; or, \Yorking for the l'resident.
99 The Bradys Duped; or, The Cunning 11·o rk of Clever Crooks.
100 Tbe Bradys in Maine; or, colving the Ureat Camp Mystery.
101 The Bradys on the Great Lakes; or, Tra cking tile Cana da Gang.
102 The Bradys in ~lontaua; ur, Tue Great Copper Uine Case.
103 The I.:rnuys Hemmed Jn ; ot-, ·"l'hen· C<tse in Arizoua.
104 The Bradys at Sea; or, A Hot Chase Over the Ocea n .
lOfi The Girl from Loudon ; o r, The Bradys After a Confidence Queen.
106 The Bradys Amoug the l:llinamen; or, The l'ellow Fiends of t h e
Opium Joints.
107- The llrndys and the Pretty Shop Girl,; or, The Grand Street
~l);stery.

llJ~ The JJrarldys and the Gypsies; or. Chasi ng the Child Stealers.
l'Jfl The Dra ys and the \\"rong ~Ian; or, <J.'lle Story of a fStrange
•I.Ji stake
110 The Pradys Cetrayed; or, In the Hands of a Traitor.
111 The P.rarlys and '!'heir J1011bles; or, A Strange Tangle of Crime.
112 Tbe Bradys in the Everglades; or, The Strange Case of a Summer
Tourist.
113 The Bradys I>enecl: or, The Hardest Gang in New York.
lH 'l'he Bradys in High LifP.: or, The Great Society ~Iystery.
113 The Brndys A1uung Thieves: or. Hot \l' ork in the Bowery.
116 '!.'be Rradys and the Sharpers: or. In Darkest ::s<ew York.
117 The Brad.vs and the Banct1rs: or, Hunting for a Lost Boy .
118 The Bradys in Central Park: or. 'l'he Mystery of the Mall.
119 The Bradys on their Muscle; or, Shadowing the Red Hook Gang.
120 The Bradys' Opium Joint Case; or, Exposing the Chinese Crooks.
121 '!.'be Bradys' Girl Decoy ; or, Hounding Up the East-Side Crooks.
122 The Bradys Under Fire; or. Tracking a Gang of Outlaws.
123 The Bradys at the B~ach : or. The ~I ystery of the Bath House.
124 The Rradys and the Lost Ggld Mine; or, Hot Work Among the
Cowboys.
125 The Bradys and the Missing Girl: or. A Clew Found in the Dark .
, 126 The Bradys and the Banker; or, Tbe ::\Iystery of a Treasure Vault.
127 The Bradys and the Boy Acrobat; or, Tracing up a Theatrical
Case.
128 Tbe Brndys and Had ::\Ian Smitb: or. The Gang of Black Bar.
12() '!.'he Bradys and the Veiled Girl; or, Piping the Tom,bs Mystery.
130 The Bradys and the Deadshot Gang; or, Lively Work on t he

Frontier

•

,,31 Tbe Bradys with a Circus; or, On the Road with the \Yi ld Beast
Tamers.
132 The Rradys in Wyoming : or, Tracking the Mountain ~Ien.
133 The Bradys at Coney Island ; or, Trapping the Sea-sideCrooks.
1:l4 The Bradys and the Road Agents; or. '!.'he Great Deadwood Case.
135 The Rradys and the Bank Clerk ; or, Tracing a Lost Money
Package.
136 The Bradys on the Race Traek: or, Beating the Sharpers.
137 Tbe Bradys in the Chinese Quarter; or, The Queen of the Opium
Fiends.
138 The Bradys and the Counterfeiters; or, Wild Adventures in the
Blue Ridge Mountains.
139 The Bradys in the Dens of New York; or, Working on the John
Street Mystery.
140 The Bradys and the Rail Road Thieves; or, The Mystery of the
Midnight Train .
141 The Bradys after the Pickpockets; or, Keen Work in the Shopping District.
14 2 The Bradys and the Broker : or. Th e Plot to Steal a Fortune.
143 '.rhe Bradys as Reporters; or. Working for a ::s<~wspaper.
144 '£he Bradys and the Lost Rancbe; or, The Strange Case in "Texas.

ISSUED WEE

145 The Bradys and the Signal Boy; or, the Great Train Robbe ,
146 ThYo~~:adys and Bunco Bill; or, The Cleverest Crook m
147 The Bradys and the Female Detective; or, Leagued with
Customs l nspectors.
] 48 The Bradys and the Bank Mystery; or, The Search for a S
Million.
149 The Bradys at Cripple Creek; or, Knocking out the .. Bad ,
150 The Bradys and the Harbor Gang; or, Sharp "ork aft~r
151 '.rae B r adys in Five Points; or, The Skeleton in the Cell ar.
152 Fan Toy, the Opium Queen ; or, The Bradys and tlle Chi
Smugglers.
•
153 The BJ>adys' Boy Pupil ; or, Sifting Strange Bvidenc~.
154 The Bradys in the J aws of Death; or, Trapping the Wire
pers.
155 The Bradys and the Typewriter; or, The Office Boy's Se
156 The Bradys and the Bandit King; or, Chasing the Mou
Thiev~s.

157 The Bradys and the Drug Slaves; or, The Yellqw Demou ·
Chinatown.
158 The Bradys and the Anarchist Queen; or, Running Down
'"Reds."
15fl The Bradys and the Hotel Crooks; or, The Mystery of Roo
160 The Bradys and the Wharf Hats; or, Lively \York in the
bor.
161 The Bradys and the House of i\Iystery; or, A Dark :\i
Work .
162 '!.'he Bradys' Winning Game: or, Playing Against the Gam
163 The Bradys and the .\Jail Thieves; or, The ::\Ian in the Bag.
164 The Bradys and the Boatmen ; or, The Clew Found Jn
River.
165 The Bradys after the Grafters ; or, 'The Mystery in the Ca
166 The Bradys and the Cross-Roads Gang; or, me Great Ca
Missouri.
.
167 The Bradys and Miss Brown ; or, The Mysterious Case l
ciety
168 The Bradys and the Factory Girl ; or. The Secret of the Poi
Envelope.
·
l 69 The Bradys and Blonde Bill ; or, The Diamond Thieves of JI
Lane.
170. The Bradys and the Opium Ring; or, The Clew in China
171 The Bradys on the Grand Circuit; or, Tracking the I.
Harness Gang.
172 The Bradys and the Black Doctor ; or, The Secret of the
Vault.
173 The Bradys and the Girl in Grey; o ~, The Queen of the C
174 The Bradys and the Juggler; or, Out with a Variety Sho ,
l 75 'The Bradys and the ll.oonshlners; or. Away Down in Tenn '
176 The Bradys in Badtown : or, The Figbt for a Gold ::\line.
,
177 The Bradys in the Klondike: or, Ferreting Out the Gold Thi
178 Tbe Bradys on the East Side: or, Crooked \York in ' the S
179 The Bradys and the ··Hi ghbinders"; or; '.rhe Hot Case in C .
town.
l 80 The Bradys and the Serpent Ring~ or, The Strange Case of
Fortu ne-Teller.
.
181 The Bradys and "Sil~nt Sam"'; or, Tracking the Deaf and I
Gang.
182 The Bradys and tbe "Bonanza" King; or, Fighting the Faki
'Frisco.
183 The Bradys and the Boston Banker ; or, Hustling for Millions i1

1

.

fu~

18 ~ The Bradys on Blizznr•l hlnnd: or. Tracking the Gold Thieves of
Nome.
185 The llradys in the Black Hills; or, Thein C»se in North J)akot•.
186 The Brany• and '"Fitm F1·.111k"; or. a Hot Case in the Gold :!11111
187 The Bradys and the "Rulle"; or, Tracking-the Confidence l\!t·n.
18 8 The Bradys as Firemen; or, Tracking a Gang of Incendfaries.
18 9 The Bradys in the Oil Country; or, The Mystery of the Giant G1
190 The Bradys and the Blind Beggar; er, The \Vorst Crook or al:.
191 The Bradys and the Bank Breakers; or, Working theTh11gs or ("·i
19 2 The Bra dys and the Seven Skulls; or, '!.'he Clew That \Vas Found·
Barn.
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o. ,1, THE BOYS OF NIJ1W YORK END. MEN S JOKE

K.-€!ontaining a great variety of.the late~t Jokes useq ~Y the
No amateur mmstrels is complete without
wonderful little book.
o. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.taininc a varied assortI?ent of stump spe~ches, Negro, Dutch
Irish. Also end men's Jokes. Just the thmg for home amuset and amateur shows.
o. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MI~STRE_L GUIDE
JOKE BOOK.-Something new and very instructive. Every
should obtain this book, as it contains full instructions for orizing an amateur minstrel troupe.
fo. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
e books ever published, and it is brii;nful of wit and humor. It
tains a large collection of songs, Jokes, conundrums, etc., of
·rence Muldoon, the 'great wit, humorist and practical joker of
day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
ain a copy immediatelv.
fo. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR._.:._Containing com:e instructions bow to make up for various characters on the
ie; together with the duties of the Stage. Manager, Prompter,
1nic Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.
fo. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOO~.-Containing the latjoke1, anecdotes and funny. stories .of this world-renowned and
Sixty-four pages ; handsome
r popular German comedian.
>red cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.
t famou1 end men.

I

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Contalning fonli"t
teen illustrations, giJing the different 'Positions requi1ite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist, Also containing gems frOI!'
all the popular authors of prose and poetry, arranged in the morf,
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Giving rules for conducting Ii~
bates outlines for debates questions for discussion, and the be!!'
sourc~ for procuring infori'.nation on the questions given.
.

SOCIETY.
N<;>. 3. now TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of. fiirtatlollll

~

fully explained by this little book. Besides the variqus method.e Iii,
handkerchief, fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation , it OOID•
tains full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which ll
interesting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be hap~f,
without one.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new .and handll>M
little ·book just issued by Frank Tousey. It contain1 full instN!!<
tions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ballroom and at pa.rt!~
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular 1qu ·~
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guid& oo~ro ..•_
courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquet1t·
to be observed, with many curious and' interesting things not~"
erally known.
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Contalning full instructio11 iill ~
art of dressing and appearing well at home a-nd abroad, glvln~ fu:
selections of ~olors, material; and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One oft ~
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most valuable little books 'ever given to t he 'ffOl!'!f_
fo. 18. now TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing E'verybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male tiG:
ln1tructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. •Read thhl
country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
ver11 at home. The most complete book of the Jtind ever pub.ed.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS •
fo. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instr,uctive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hi.ndsomely lJIIastratfl& rt>!ill_
cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats, containing full instructions for the management and 'training sf ~
, game and oysters ; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, _p_arrot, etc,
try, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. '39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, P~EONS AN'iP~
.
ks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomel.J !.Ilic
>::. 37. HOW TO KEEP nOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
rybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-IncludJnr hint!:'
lte almost anything around the ·house, such as parlor ornaments, on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, ,rats, squirrels and blrdockets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrln~
Keene.
E·LECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIM.ALS.- A <Jal~
fo. 46. now TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- able book, giving instructions in collecting, prepa~inc, mo12ntim:[
iption of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism; and preserv.ing birds, animals and insects.
·
ether with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PJlJTS.-Givlnr i!lO~
ilfifty
over
Containing
D.
M.
M.,
A.
Trebel,
By George
plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeplnei
crations.
!aniii:tg, . breeding and. managing all kinds of pets;. "ilso givlnr f12l11:
fo. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- mstr.uctions for makmg cages, etc. Fully explained bJ twencyo
1ing full directions for making electrical 'machines, induction eight illustrations, making it the most complete book of ~ ~00,'. 1
Is, dynamos, and many novel toys to he worked by electricity. ever' published.
R. A. R . Bennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS.
ofo. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
ge collection of instrudive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. now TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-:&: usefu~ iiin& ~fil'
ether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise· on chemistry; also ~2'
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, u 6
ENTERTAINMENT.
directions for making fireworks, colored fire11 and' gaa ballooiru:l
~o. 9. now TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST. By Harry This book cannot be equaled.
reading
boy
intelliient
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete handbook ~~ 1
Every
away.
given
secret
bnedy. The
book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice cream, syrups, essences, etc. etc.
No. 19. FRANK TOUSEY'S UNITED 'STATES DISTANO~:
es every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the TABLES, POCKET COMPANION AND , GUIDlll.-Glving tk
it.
in
fun)
(of
distances on all the railroads of the Unl~d State1 an~
millions
official
there's
and
a test book ever published,
'o, 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Ce.nada. Also table of distances by water to foreJ.gn ports, hacD
y <"aluable little book just published. A complete compendium fares in the principal cities, reports of the cen~µ1, e~.• etc., makl~
ge.mes, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable it one .of the most complete and han<!y books published.
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.- .&. \WOli).
parlor or drawing-room entertainment. ll'.:untains more for the
ey than any book published.
derful , book, containing useful and practical lnfoi;matlon In th:
'o. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete ~d useful little tr~atment of ordinary diseases and ailment111 con:unon to evefi!
k. containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes fi;,r ceneral comF
plaints.
kgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
oiF
"o. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS ND ·COINS.
leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information rega·r ding the c illectlnc and armnciml[,
witty sayings.
of stamps and coins. HandPomely illustra.' ed.
·o. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. '58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE - By Old King Bra~,
k, iving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he. hys down· 1ome valuablC ·
·e, • C:a&ino, For~-five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw P oker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also . relates IOme adventnr«:
tion Pitch, All Fours and many other popular games of cards. and .experiences of well-kpown detectives.
o. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOT0 3RAPB;JDR.-t'Jontab:Jclnteresting JJUzzles and conundrums with key to same. A ing usefu l information r egarding the Camera and h<1w to work l~f
plete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also bow to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and oth~ ,
'l'ransparencies. Handsomely illustrated. B y Oaptaln W . De VY"
Abney.
ETIQUETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY?
o. 18. HOW TO DO IT; ,OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-lt
g<'as.t life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing foll explanations how to Pin admlttanc;:1
<'ourse of Study, E;iraminations, Duties, Std of Officer11, poo;
bout. There's happiness in it. ·
o. 33. HOW TO BEHA VE.-Containing the rules and eti- Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy shoulif
te of good society and the easiest and most approved methods know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu ltnaren1, auth@l.
ppearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-(Jomplete !lil'"
in the drawing-room.
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapol!1 Nu·~!
Academy. Also containing the course of lnstroctlon, de1criptlti)
DECLAMATION.
• 27. BOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and necythinc a bt:p
ntainlng the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the Unl ced Stai.. Na!1.
ct, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author @f "liirMt to .Beco!n@ 0
West Point Military Cadet."
·
man7 1tandard readings.
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PRICE 10 CENTS EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Addre.s

F~ANK

TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union .5quarev New York.,

THE LIBERTY. BOYS OF

'76.

A W eeldy Magazine containing· Stories of the American Revolutio11
By HARRY MOORE.
These stories a.re based on actual facts and give a fa.i thfu
a.ccoun t of the exciting adventures of a brave band of America:
youths who were always ready and willing to imperil their live
for the sake of helping a.long the gallant . cause of Independenc4
Every number will consist of 32 large pages of reading ma.tteJ
bound in a beautiful colored cover.
LATEST

ISSUES:

10 The Liberty Boys· Narrow Escape; or, A Neck-and-Neck Race
With Death.
11 The Lil>,,rty lloys• Pluck; or, Undnnrited by Odds.
12 The Liberty Boys· Peril ; or, Threatened from ail Sides.
13 The Liberty Boys' r.uck; or, l?ortnne l•'avors the Brave.
14 The Liberty Boys' Ruse; or, Foollng the British.
lr> The Liberty Buys' Trap, and What They Caught in It.
l 6 The Liberty Boys Puzzled ; or, The Tories· Clever Scheme.
17 'l'he Liberty Boys' Great Stroke; or, Capturing a British Man-ot ·
War.
18 The Liberty Boys· Challenge ; 01-, Patriots vs. Redcoats.
Hl The Liberty Boys . Trapped; or, The Beautiful Tory.
20 The Liberty Buys· Mistake; or, ··what Might Have Been."
21 The Liberty Boys' ~'ine Work; or, Doing Things Up Brown.
22 The Liberty lluys at llay; or, 'l'he Closest Call of All.
23 The Liberty Boys on Their Mettle; or, !\laking lt Warm for the
lledC'oats.
2! The Liberty Boys' Double Victory; or, Downing the Redcoats and
Tori es.
25 'l'he Liberty Boys Suspected; or, Taken for British Spies.
26 The Liberty Boys· Clever Trick; or, Teaching the Redcoats 8
Thing or 'l'wo.
27 The Liberty Boys' Good Spy Work; or, With the Redcoats In
!'hi !ttd<>lphia.
28 Tile Liberty Boys' Battle Cry; or, With Washington at the Brandy
wine.
29 ThP LI hPrty Boys' Wild Ride; or, A Dash to Save . a Fort.
31) The Liberty Boys ln a Fix; or. Threatened by Reds and Whltes
• 3_],. The T.ibt>rty Boys· Big Contract; or, Iluiding Arnold In Check
=-tl2 The Lib•, rty Boys Shadowed; or. After Dick Slater for Revenge.
33_ The Liberty Boys Dnped: or, The l'rlend Who Was an Enemy.
34 The Liberty Boys· Fake Surrender: or, The Ruse That Succeeded
3;; The Liberty Boys· Signal ; or, '"At the Clang of the Bell."
3(; The Lihl!rty Boys' Daring Work; or, Risking Life for Liberty'•
C'ftll~<'.

The Liberty Boys·
The Liberty Roys'
The Hberty Boys·
The Liberty Boys'
The Liberty Boys
The Liberty Roys'
'l'he Liberty Boys'
The Liberty Boys'
The Liberty Boys
The Liberty Boys'
The Liberty Roys'
T 11e Liberty Boys'
The Liherty Boys
The Liberty Boys
ul The Liberty Boys'
Own Game.
52 The Liberty Roys'
53 'l'he Liberty Boys'
54 .The Liberty Hoys'
37
3>!
:in
4'l
41
42
43
41
45
4f:
47
48
49
50

Prize, and How They Won It.
Plot; or, The Pian That Won.
Great Haul; or, Taking l~verything In Sight
Flush Times: or, Reveling in British Gold.
In a Snare: or, A !most T rapped.
Brave Rescue; or. In the :-lick of Time.
Rig Day; Qr, Doing Bnsiness by Wholesale.
Net: or, Catching the Redcoats and Tories.
Worried : or, The Disappea ran~e of Dirk Slater
Iron Grip; or, Squeezi ng the Redroats.
Success: or, Doing What They Set Out to Do.
Setback : or, Defeated. Hnt Not Disgraced.
in Toryvilie: o r. Dick Slater·s F earful Risk.
Aroused: or, Rtriklng Strong Blows for Libert;.
Triumph; or, Beating the Reacoats at Their
·
Srare: or. A Miss as Good as a Mile.
Danger; or, Foes on Ali Sides .
Flight ; or, A Very Narrow Escape.

For sale hy all newsdealers . or

~ent

55 The Liberty Boys' Strategy; or, Out-Generailng the Enemy.
5G The Liberty Boys' Warm Work; or, Showing the Redcoats Ho
to Fight.
57 'l'he Liberty Boys· '"Push .. ; or, Bound to Get There.
58 The Liberty Boys' Desperate Charge; or, With "Mad Anthoni
at Stony Point.
59 The Liberty Boys' Justice. And How They Dealt It Out.
60 Th e Liberty Boys Bombarded: or, A Very Warm Time.
61 'l'he Liberty Boys' Sealed Orders; or, Going it Blind.
G2 The Libe rty Boys' Daring Stroke; or, With "Light-Horse Harr;
at Paulus Hook.
63 'l'he Liberty Boys' Lively Times; or, Here, There and Everywhe1
64 The Liberty Boys' "Lone Hand"; or, l~ ighting Against Gre
Odds.
65 The Liberty Boys' Mascot; or, The ldol of the Company.
66 The Liberty Boys' Wrath ; or, Going for the Redcoats Roughsho
67 The Liberty Hoys' Battle for Life ; or, The Hardest Struggle
Ail.
68 The Liberty Boys' Lost: or, The 'l'rap That Did Not Work.
69 The Liberty Boys' "Jonah"; or. The Yonth Who "Queered" Everythin
70 The Liberty Boys' Decoy; or, Bait.ing the Brit,ish.
71 The Libe rty Boys Lured: or, 'l'h e Snare the Enemy Set.
72 The Liberty Boys· Ransom: or. In the Hands of the Tory Outlaw
73 The Liberty Boys as Sleuth-Hounds; or, Trailing Benedict

I

74 Thentrberty Boys "Swoop .. : or, Scattering the R edcoats Lil
~- Th Ch abfl'. t
"'
e 1,, er y Boys' "Hot Time" ; or, Lively Work in Old Virgin!
76 The Liberty Boys' Daring Scheme; or, Their Plot to Capture ti
King's Son.
77 The Liberty lloys' Bold Move: or, Into the Enemy's Country.
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